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ABSTRACT

I n G a A s / G a A s strained q u a n t u m wells are of technological i m p o r t a n c e and current scientific interest. Most of this interest stems from variations achieved in the
electronic band structure due to the combined effects of alloying, strain and q u a n t u m
confinement.

W h e n these heterostructures are grown along non-[001] directions,

a strain-induced piezoelectric field is present within the coherently strained layer.
This interesting effect significantly complicates the optical transitions. While these
novelly-grown-strained q u a n t u m wells have already been successfully fabricated into
optoelectronic devices, the effects of the piezoelectric field on fundamental recombination processes is not well understood. Further, the alignment in ( l l l ) - g r o w n
I n G a A s / G a A s heterostructures has not been established. In this work, photoluminescence spectroscopy is combined with hydrostatic pressure to examine band edge
radiative recombination from simultaneously grown single q u a n t u m well pairs with
different growth axis orientations: (100) and (111)A. T h e (lOO)-grown q u a n t u m
well is used as a basis for comparing the optical response and pressure dependence
of the ( l l l ) - g r o w n well. .Ml photoluminescence measurements were done with the
samples at 77K. Ambient pressure work established the magnitude of the strain induced piezoelectric fic4d within the (lll)-growii q u a n t u m well. T h e experimentall\determined value of 72 k V / c m agrees with the value computed using

first-order

elast,ic theory. Pressure studies precis(4y establish a valence band discontinuit\- for

Vll

the 100

grown well of 61 m e \ ' which corresponds to an unstrained bandgap off-

set ratio of AEc : AEv = 0.75 : 0.25. By carefully monitoring the nonlinear optical
response of the photoluminescence from the (lll)-grown quantum well under pressure, reliable identification of high pressure photoluminescence emission processes
was accomplished. The first time observation of the above crossover indirect emission from the ( H I ) - grown quantum well allowed for the establishment of limits on
the valence band discontinuity of !^100 to 130 meV.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

The first successful fabrication of a semiconductor layered structure was reported
in 1973 [1]. This original heterostructure consisted of layers of GaAs and AlGaAs.
The quantization of energy levels in a semiconductor quantum well was demonstrated by Dingle et al. in 1974, bringing the standard particle in a box problem
out of the freshman quantum text and into the laboratory [2]. Tremendous advances
followed, spurred by the combination of theoretical predictions of fantastic devices
and breakthroughs in growth technologies [1]. The demand for new optoelectronic
devices based on the physics of quantum heterostructures has continued to increase
since the early 70's. The drive for improved device performance underscores the
importance of the careful study of semiconductor epitaxial layers.
Originally, only lattice matched materials were used to grow high quality quantum heterostructures. Early attempts to grow layers which did not have closely
matched lattice constants resulted in the formation of misfit dislocations rather
than coherent strain [3]. This restricted the number of constituents which could
be used to grow layers of different energy gaps. The idea of growing lattice mismatched crystalline monolayers was first established in pioneering work done by
Frank and van der Merwe in the late 1940's [4]. A more complete analysis of tIngrowth of lattice mismatched layers was done by Matthews and Blakeslee in 1974 [5].

This study concluded t h a t careful growth of ultrathin layers could result in coherent strain in the epilayer. resulting in not only band gap alteration, but d r a m a t i c
modification of the band structure. Materials grown in this manner are referred to
as pseudomorphic, since the epilayer takes on the form (i.e.. the lattice constant)
of the much thicker underlying substrate. U'sing materials with u n m a t c h e d lattice
constants lengthened the list of viable constituent materials. An ever increasing list
of viable materials enables growers to manipulate and tailor desired electronic and
optical properties for device fabrication. Without the restriction of matched lattice
constants, a new era in band-gap engineered devices began.
Materials which incorporate strained layers have presented scientists with a
challenge in understanding the complications introduced with coherent

strain.

W h e n these materials are grown in novel growth directions, piezoelectric effects
provide a new p a r a m e t e r which can be utilized in device construction.

Mate-

rials in which strain is produced by growing heterolayers of lattice mismatched
constituents along non-[100] directions were predicted to possess intrinsic electric fields on the order of l O H ^ c m ^ [6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11].

T h e existence of

these large strain-induced electric fields was soon confirmed by in the laborator\'
with experiments on lattice mismatched InGa.As/GaAs single q u a n t u m w(41 samples [12. 13]. Effects of this large intrinsic electric field include changes in electronic
energy \ovc\s and wa\'(> fund ions, along with a charactcTistic non-linear optical response [6, 7. 8. 9. 10. 12. 13, 14. 15. 16]. The ability to grow high qualitv straiiunl

layer structures on (I ll)-oriented substrates has been d e m o n s t r a t e d in a number of
experimental measurements [17, 18. 19].
Strained layer heterostructures have been utilized in a wide variet}' of applications. M u l t i - q u a n t u m wells ( M Q W s ) . or superlattice structures have been widely
used in the fabrication of q u a n t u m well lasers, infrared detectors, amplifiers and
field effect transistors. T h e use of strained layers for the semiconductor lasers was
spurred by the desire to reach the 1100 nm output wavelength range, which was
u n a t t a i n a b l e with conventional lattice matched systems [20]. One of the advantages
of using the strained versus non-strained material is the that energy splitting between otherwise degenerate states can be controlled by modulation of the amount
and t y p e of strain in the structure. Strained QW lasers have exhibited enhanced
performance when compared with non-strained q u a n t u m structures, including lower
threshold current and increased differential gain. The output polarization of the
laser can also be tailored by using strain effects to control the splitting between the
light hole (LH) and heavy hole (HH) valence band states [20].
Materials grown along the [HI] direction have been utilized to produce quant u m well lasers which exhibit consistently lower threshold current densities than
their equivalent [100] counterparts. citethijs94 Materials containing strain induc(^d
piezoelectric fields have also been utilized to produce self-electro-optic effect devices (SEEDs). Tlu^se de\-ices exhibit a

1OW(M-

switching voltage than conventionally

grown SEEDs [21]. T h e internal piezoelectric fields may .liso find application in
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other high speed switching devices and electroabsorption modulators [22. 23]. Field
effect transistors fabricated from [lll]-grown InGaAs strained layers have shown
higher carrier densities without the need for conventional modulation doping during
growth [24].
While strained layer materials are already widely used in commercial applications, t h e quest to understand the fundamental material processes continues. To
fully exploit t h e effects of the peizoelectric properties of these novelly grown materials, an increased understanding of energy band structure and the role placed by
t h e electric field in electronic processes is imperative. The focus of research with
( l l l ) - g r o w n systems has been to establish the presence of the piezoelectric field and
to observe the nonlinear optical response caused by screening of the strain induced
electric field [25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36. 37, 38]. T h e bulk of this
work focused on strained layer superlattices or multiple q u a n t u m well structures.
T h e effects of confinement and presence of internal fields differs markedly from what
is observed in a single strained layer. Many of the studies included growth of the
piezoelectricalh' active layer in the intrinsic portion of a specially grown p-i-ii diod(in order to determine the electric field [25. 26. 31]. Several experimental techniques
have been utilized, including x-ray diffraction [39. 40]. magnetoresistance [41]. and
optical and infrared characterization

[32, 33. 42].

One of the most important missing pieces of information about
lavers is the det(Miniiiation of the valence band offset.

(lll)-grown

Ihere has been much effort

to determine the band alignment for the (lOO)-grown system [14].

Recent high

pressure measurements were successful in establishing the fractional offset for an
I n G a A s / G a A s (lOO)-grown multiple q u a n t u m well system [43]. T h e band alignment
of t h e (111) grown system has not yet been established. T h e valence- band offsets
at strained [111] I n A s / I n S b heterojunctions was undertaken which concluded that
the strain induced electric fields had little influence on the band edge lineup [44].
Experimental determination of the valence band offset for the [111] system has not
been reported. Only a single pressure study of a single strained InGaAs [ H I ] grown
q u a n t u m well has been reported [45].
T h e objective of this work is to use optical spectroscopy combined with hydrostatic pressure to examine the effect of the intrinsic piezoelectric field on fundamental recombination processes in strained InxGai_a:As/GaAs single q u a n t u m well
heterostructures grown along novel growth directions. Our aim is to explore and
gain a deeper understanding of the role of the intrinsic strain-induce electric field
present in [ H I ] grown layered materials. We do this with as-grown samples and
photoluminescence sj)ectroscopy at low t e m p e r a t u r e . We specifically chose structures with single strained layers in order to avoid the effects of inter-well coupling
found for M Q W s or superlattice structures.

Further, we are specifically focused

on examination of the band line uj) of tlu^ (lll)-grovvn q u a n t u m well la\eis and
its comparison with similar (lOO)-grown q u a n t u m wells through the application of
hydrostatic pressur(\

llu^ work is j)res(Mited as follows. T h e r(4evant background
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material is established first. followed by the experimental details. A thorough analysis of ambient pressure work is then presented, followed by results of pressure studies
of the (100) and then \hc (111) quantum w(4ls. The results are summarized with a
discussion of the role of the piezoelectric field in the ( H I ) quantum well samples.
The work is concluded with suggestions for continued research on this complex and
fascinating problem.

C H A P T E R II
BACKGROUND

2.1 Materials Background
2.1.1 Fundamental .Material Properties
This work are focuses on GaAs and the ternary alloy InxGa_xAs.

Both the

binary constituents and the alloy possess zincblende (sphalerite) crystal structure.
This s t r u c t u r e may be decomposed into two interpenetrating face-centered cubic
lattices, one of which contains the group III element (Ga. In) and one containing
the group V element (As).

Each group III (V) atom is tetrahedrally bonded to

four group V (III) atoms. T h e cubic unit cell and first Brillouin zone are shown
in Fig.2.1(a) and Fig.2.1(b), respectively. Each cubic unit cell contains four III-V
"molecules." One important aspect of the sphalerite structure is t h a t it does not
possess inversion symmetry, i.e., it is non-centro-symmetric. This is seen upon examination of the atomic arrangement along the body diagonal: the [111] direction is
not equal to the [1 1 1] direction. T h e bonding configuration of the III-V zincblende
crystal consists of sp'^ hybridized orbitals. There is some charge exchange between
the group III and group V atoms, resulting in a partial ionicit\' of the c r \ s t a l .
T h e fractional ionic character, denoted by / j . of Ga.As and In.As is / , = 0.310 and
0.357. respectively [16]. For reference, an (4emental semiconductor such as Si has
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a fractional ionicity of / , = 0. T h e partial ionicity and lack of inversion symmetry is i m p o r t a n t , since these properties, when combined with strain, produce the
piezoelectric effect discussed below in Section 2.3.2.
GaAs, InAs and the InxGai_xAs alloy are direct gap materials, with conduction
band m i n i m a and valence band m a x i m a at the k-space F point. T h e F point is the
point of highest symmetry in the Brillouin zone. T h e calculated band structures
computed using the pseudopotential technique for GaAs and InAs are shown in
Fig.2.2 [47]. T h e conduction band is derived from s-like orbitals. T h e higher lying
X and L points are ^ 0.3 and ^ 0.5e\' above the CB minimum F point for G a . \ s .
For InAs, the X and L points are J^ 1.9 and % 1.2e\'' above the F point CB minim u m . For the bulk material, th(^ valence band maximum at the F point is derived
from p-like orbitals and is six-fold degenerate when electron spin is included. I'he
inclusion of spin orbit splitting leaves the valence band F point maximum with a
four-fold degenerate .1= 3/2 state. Th(^ spin-orbit band is lower in energy and is twofold degenerate with J = 1/2. For GaAs and In.As the spin-orbit splitting is large,
> 3 5 0 m e \ ' so that this band need not be included in subsequent calculations [4()1.
T h e four fold degenerate^ J = 3/2 bands are generally classified b}- the azinuithal
q u a n t u m n u m b e r as light hole (LH) (m^ = 1/2) and heavy hole (HH) (m., = 3/2).

9
It can be generally assumed t h a t all the relevant bands are simple and parabolic in
nature

Ec(k) = + ^ + ; ^ k ^
2
2m,
'e
Ejv ,

Ejv(K) = - - f

2

h

(2.1)

2

+-—k^

(2.2)

2mjh

where Ec is the conduction band. Ev refers to the valence band and j refers to either
t h e heavy hole or light hole of the valence band. Strain may alter Eq.2.1 and Eq.2.2
as discussed in Section 2.3.
W h e n In is incorporated in GaAs, the crystal properties begin to take on characteristics of the InAs crystal. Many of the relevant material p a r a m e t e r s for the
alloy can be linearly interpolated from the known values of the binary constituents
according to V e g a r d s law [48]

Q ( x ) = Q G a A s ( l - x ) + QlnAs(x)

where Q is the constant in question (e.g., lattice constant, bulk modulus).

(2.3)

The

linear interpolation expressions used for calculations involving the alloy InxGa]_x-As
are summarized in Tables 2.1 and 2.2. Experimentally determined values for any
needed p a r a m e t e r s are utilized whenever they are available.
W h e n tlu^ InCa.As alloy is formed, the direct band gap shrinks since the gap of
InAs (% 0.37e\') is h^ss than that of GaAs(% 1.51eV). T h e energy gap for the alloy
has be(-n (\xperimen1 ally shown not to follow a linear interpolation [IG. IS]. 44u-
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energy gap of the alloy is generally expressed as a quadratic function of the alio}'
concentration:
Eo(x) = a + /3lx-f cx^

(2.4)

where x is the fraction of the alloyed constituent, a and /? are parameters determined
from the values of the band edge energies of the binaries, and c is known as the
"bowing parameter." The bowing parameter is four times the deviation of the gap
from the Vegard's law linear interpolation for x=0.5. The bowing parameter can
be calculated using the dielectric method of band structure calculation, where the
virtual crystal approximation is used and the parameters of the model and the
lattice constant are allowed to vary linearly with alloy composition.
of this method of computing the bowing parameter see Ref. [46], p.

For details
10.

The

experimentally determined values for a, (3 and c for F point band edge separation
of luxGai-xAs are listed in Table 2.1 [49]. Eo(x) for the X-point and L-point are
depicted graphically in Fig.2.3 [46]. For most III-V crystals, the bowing parameter
is positive, indicating that the energy bands bow downward in energy between the
binary endpoints.
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Table 2.1: Various material parameters used for calculations. (I)
InxGai_xAs+
GaAs
InAs
Parameter^
1.5080- 01.582x-f0.485x' "'^
direct gap, F-point
1.508
0.405
(eV) ^^'
indirect
gap E r + 0.460 ''''^
nidi
2.28 ''
X-point (eV)
n/a
indirect gap L-point
1.53
Er4- 0.300
(eV)'
n/a
spin-split off (eV) ^ 0.341 (4.2K) 0.38 (1.5K)
5.649 -f 0.403x
lattice constant, a
6.0522
5.649
nearest
neighbor
(A)** (300K)
density
{g/cm^)
(SOOK)^
piezoelectric
constant,

2.448

2.623

2.448-h 0.175a:

5.3176

5.667

5.3176 4- .3494a:

160 '

-45 '

115.0-232.4a: '^••'

ei4(103C/m2)

12.91 -h 2.24a:
15.15
12.91
static
dielectric
constant, K ^
751 - 1722579
747,755
Bulk ^modulus B
(kbar)''^
4.58-h0.21x
4.79
4.49,4.67
Bulk
modulus
derivative d B / d P ^
+Values are for 77K, unless noted. * Vegard's law interpolations, unless noted.
'^Determined experimentally, see reference cited. ^Ref. [47] ^Ref. [48] ''Ref. [50]
^Ref. [13] -^Ref. [34] ^in units of £«, 8.85 x 10"^'' F c m - ^ From Ref. [46]. '^Ref. [51]
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Table 2.2: Various material parameters used for calculations. (II)
Parameter"^
GaAs
InAs
luxGai-x-As'
Deformation Potentials'"
dc ( e V )
7.17
-5.08
7.172.09a:
a. (eV)
1.16
1.00
1.16-0.16aa = Qc- ay (eV)
-8.33
-6.08
- 8 . 3 3 +2.25a:
6(eV)
1.7
1.8
-1.7-0.1ad(eV)
-4.55
-3.6
-4.55 + - . 9 5 x
6.0
3.7
5.5,8.64-4.Ha^{eVY
Elastic Coefhcients'^
Cn (lO^Myync/cm^)
11.879
8.329
ll.879-3.55aCi2
{W^dynelcm^)
5.376
4.526
5.376 - 0.85aC44 (10^^c/?/ne/cm^)
5.94
3.96
5.94 - 1.98.r
Effective Mass'" (in units of mo)
rtif.' (in plane)
0.71 - 0 . 0 6 2 3 a : + 0.0163x2 "•'^
0.67
0.023
rrthh' (in plane)
0.50
.05-0.1a:
0.40
mih' (in plane)
0.087
0.087 - 0.06120.026
0.34
0.41
0.34 + 0.07.2^/i/i,iir
Luttinger Parameters
6.85
20.4
6.85 + 13.55.77i
2.1
2.1 + 6.2./
8.3
72
2.9 + 6.2a,9.1
2.9
73
^Values listed are for 77K. unless noted. ^Vegards law interpolation, unless noted.
'^Not a Vegard's law interpolation. These expressions wer(^ detcTmined experiment a l l y ''Ref. [47] '"Ref. [48] '^Ref. [50] ^Ref. [13] ^Ref. [31] Hid. [51] Mlef. [13] I h e
value for InGaAs is for x=0.20, determined (\x})erimentally.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.1: Zincblende crystal structure, (a) Standard zincbl(>nde cubic unit cc41.
(b)First Brillouin zone corresponding to zincblende c rystal. From R(4.[4t.j.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.2: Band structure as determined from pseudopotenial methods for (a)
GaAs and (b) InAs. From Ref. [47].
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Figure 2.3: Band edge energies illustrating bowing parameters for tlu^ Galn.Xs allo\Froni Ref.[46], p.28.
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2.2 Aspects of Heterostructures
A semiconductor heterostructure is formed when different semiconductors are
grown sequential layers [52]. The plane where alternating layers contact is known
as the heterointerface, or simply the interface. Quantum well structures are formed
when a thin layer of one material is sandwiched between two layers of a second material with larger bandgap, as illustrated in Fig.2.4(a). The differences in band gaps
of the two constituent materials creates a one-dimensional-piecewise-continuous
confining potential along the direction of growth.

This potential is depicted in

Fig.2.4(b) for both the conduction and valence bands for a typical [100] growth
direction (i.e., no piezoelectric effect). Growth methods have improved so that the
junctions between constituent materials are very abrupt, to within a single atomic
layer [15, 46]. Comparison of theoretical calculations and experimental results over
many years of research have shown that the discontinuities in the potential profile
at the interfaces can be accurately approximated by the simple finite square well
model (shown in Fig.2.4(b)) [46, 48, 49].
The accuracy of this ideal approximation is limited by several factors. The finite square well approximation does not account for the fact that bonds at the
interface are hybrid-like bonds which exist only at the interface plane. The model
also assumes perfect bi-dimensional growth, something which in practice may not
be precisely achieved. The actual interface may be somewhat graded. It has been
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shown experimentally that growth along different crystal axes results in dramatically different topography [53]. In particular, growth along the (111) direction
results in the spontaneous formation of tetrahedral pyramid structures on the termination plane of GaAs [53]. This faceted growth has been confirmed for several
InGaAs/GaAs structures [54]. For heterostructures in which the QW layer is relatively thick (> lOOA), the graded or 'bumpy' interface becomes inconsequential.
However, for the thin single quantum wells used in the present work, consideration
of the interface irregularities may be critical in the ultimate understanding of the
optical and electronic properties of the structure. If the interface plane is not well
defined, then neither is the well thickness. Also, the irregular interface may cause
significant fluctuations in the potential in the growth plane. Both of these factors
affect the positions of energy levels as well as recombination processes within the
quantum well layer.
The single most important aspect of heterostructure formation is the manner in
which the energy bands of the neighboring layers are aligned. Once the discontinuities at the conduction and valence band extrema are known, the heterostructure is
completely defined. This is critical in determining optical and electrical behavior of
any device containing such structures. The band alignment for a heterostructure is
generally classified as one of two types. For a type-I quantum well, both electrons
and holes are confined within the well layer. This case, for which the conduction
(valence) band minimum (maximum) is within the well layer, is shown in Fig.2.5(a).
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A type-II quantum well can be thought of as spatially indirect, since the electrons
are confined in one layer and the holes are confined in the adjacent layer. This alignment scheme is shown in Fig.2.5(b). For the GaAs/InGaAs/GaAs heterostructure,
the InGaAs CB minimum (F point) forms a type-I (spatially direct) QW within the
GaAs barriers at ambient pressure.
There have been several attempts at theoretical prediction of the distribution
of the difference in material band gap between CB and VB. One method for the
theoretical treatment of band offsets was introduced by Kane in 1986 [55]. In this approach, the bonds at the heterointerface are considered to be broken and the broken
bond states are used as a reference to develop a perturbation theory-type method
for calculating the alignments of the band edges at semiconductor interfaces. This
work was geared primarily toward Si-Ge heterointerface lineups [55]. Harrison et al.
used tight binding theory and a model of interfacial dipoles to treat heterojunction
lineups for many III-V binary materials [56]. In their treatment, interface dipoles
are created as the two constituent materials come in contact. These dipoles play a
ial role in altering the "natural band line up." They do provide comparison with
cruci
experimental results, which indicate that the theory is at best only adequate in a
small number of cases in very specific circumstances. Other theoretical calculations
were performed by Van de Walle and Martin using self-consistent density functional
theory and ab initio non-local pseudopotential formulations. While this work did
include a mention of the differences which may arise due to a lattice mismatched
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system the calculations for strained systems were not published and only a select
group of binary constituents were used for the calculations. Their approach did
provide reasonable agreement with experimental values available at the time. The
main problem with establishing a theoretical prediction of band alignment is that
for a bulk sohd, there is no intrinsic energy scale, i.e., there is no unique reference
to which all energies can be referred. (For a good discussion of the theory of band
alignment, see ReL [57], pp.145-155.) There are currently no first principles theoretical methods which can accurately predict how the band-gap discontinuity is
shared between the CB and VB. This must be determined experimentally. One of
the most precise ways of determining band alignment for semiconductor heterolayers is by using hydrostatic pressure to modulate the band structure, discussed in
Section 2.6.
Marzin et al. determined the valence band offset for an Ino.15Gao.85As/GaAs
[100]-grown superlattice to be 55meV for the first HH level with light hole levels
shifted out of the well below the GaAs valence band top [58]. This was determined
using photoluminescence excitation spectra in an on-edge configuration with careful
attention to the polarization of the emitted light [58]. It was determined from this
experiment that the LH levels were pushed out of the valence band well, forming a
type-II alignment with the GaAs barriers [58]. Others have shown that the LH levels
may be confined within the InGaAs well [59]. Photoluminescence, photoconductivity, optical absorption, and Raman scattering have also been u.sed to establish the
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valence band offset for the InGaAs/GaAs system, using a variety of experimental
techniques [59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64]. The result has been a wide range of reported
band offsets. Many of the reported offset values for various system configurations
are summarized in Ref. [14]. The most conclusive work is the recent pressure study
of an InGaAs/GaAs MQW by Li et al. which resulted in a valence band offset
of 80meV. However, in this study, the samples consisted of wide (lOOA) QWs so
that the effects due to confinement were deemed negligible. This is not the case for
the samples used in the current work, for which the effect of confinement must be
considered due to the thin (< 25A) well layers.
The band offsets for a quantum well system are generally described in terms of
fractions of the difference between the alloyed band gap of the bulk, unstrained well
alloy and the barrier material. Next, the CB and VB well edges are shifted due to
strain, discussed in the following section. This defines the depths of the wells used
in the subsequent determination of confined energy levels, discussed in Section 2.4.
The bandgap of the alloy is determined using Eq. 2.4. The conduction and valence
band offsets are then defined by

A E .*" =

Ec
Eg^GaAs—Eg(x)

and

AEv =

Ev
Eg.GaAi - E g ( x )

(2.5)

where Ec and Ev arc the unstrained well depths and AEc + AEv = 1- Using these
well depths, the effect of the incorporation of pseudomorphic strain on the conduction and valence band edges is considered.
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2.3 Incorporation of Strain in Heterostructures
2.3.1 Critical Thickness
The InxGai_xAs layer is never lattice matched with the GaAs barrier layers.
This results in the incorporation of strain in the InGaAs layer as the thin alloy
layer must conform to the atomic distances of the surrounding thick GaAs barrier
layers. As long as the thickness of the strained layer is less than a critical thickness,
he, the energy minimum in the layer is achieved via the incorporation of coherent strain in the layer. The lattice mismatch is accommodated by a homogeneous
tetragonal deformation of the cubic symmetry of the crystal lattice, resulting in
built-in strain [5, 65]. Growth of layers with thickness greater than he results in
the formation of misfit dislocations at the interface plane for energy minimization.
These defects result in the growth of an essentially strain-free and highly defective
layer. The parameter he is dependent upon the lattice mismatch, material properties (elasticity), as well as the properties of the specific defects which form in a
given material [5]. One approach to the theoretical determination of the critical
layer thickness is via mechanical equihbrium considerations [5]. Others have used
thermodynamic arguments to establish the maximum thickness for which the energy minimum is achieved through coherent strain rather than in the formation of
defects [58]. For Ino.2Gao.8As in GaAs, the critical thickness has been calculated
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(a)

(b)
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Eg»A

I
E(z)

Eg.B

i
>

Figure 2.4: Illustration of the layered growth and resulting quantum well electronic
structure of semiconductor layers, (a) Single quantum well growth indicating growth
axis, (b) Energy vs. position diagram of the one-dimensional potential squaK^ well.
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Type-I Alignment
CB

VB

Type-II Alignment
CB

VB

Figure 2.5: Illustration of two typical band alignment schemes found in quantum
well systems: (a) 1 \'[)e 1 and (b) 4 \ p e II.
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theoretically [57], and determined experimentally [66, 67] to be «200A for [100]grown single layers. For growth along the [111] direction, the critical thickness is
expected to increase [35].
The lattice constant of the InxGai_xAs well, aw(x), is larger than that of the
GaAs barrier layers, ae- The InGaAs layer is then compressively strained when
grown on GaAs. The compression is of the in-plane (x,y) lattice constants of the
InGaAs layer, as these are forced to assume the bond lengths of the underlying GaAs
substrate. This is illustrated in Fig.2.6. The response of the InGaAs crystal to this
biaxial compression in the growth plane is a proportional elongation in the direction
of growth (z) [68](p. 65). The extension along some principal axis is determined
by the stresses applied along both of the other perpendicular axes directions. The
proportionality between the elongation response and the applied biaxial compression
is described by Poisson's ratio. The constant ratios is valid as long as the applied
load is within the elastic limits of the material. This idea is illustrated in Fig.2.7.
Both Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio are non-isotropic in zincblende crystals.
The general expressions depend on the directions of the applied stress and strain.
(See Ref. [49], p.23 for a complete discussion.) Poisson introduced the number and
determined its value as 1/4, based on molecular theory. However, later calculations
showed that there is no universal theoretical value of the ratio [68].
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The stress on a solid elastic body is described mathematically by a second order
symmetric tensor. The tensor is generally expressed as

e =

f^xx

^xy

^xz

Cj/X

€.yy

tyz

^zx

^zy

^zz

(2.6)

Each of the nine components can be expressed
dui

(i.j =

Cij —

x,y,z)

(2.7)

where i,j represent the three coordinate axes directions, and w, represents the variation of the displacement along the i*^ direction [69] (p.98).

For InGaAs/GaAs

based strained layers, the lattice mismatch is generally 1-2%.

For biaxial strain

produced by growth of lattice mismatched layers there are only six possible independent components of the strain tensor for uniform biaxial strain: Cxx-, ^yy, ^zz-, ^xy,
^xz5

^yz•

For crystals grown along the [100] direction with biaxial strain, the strain tensor
describing the layer takes on a simple form, since the strain components in the
plane perpendicular to the growth direction are equal. The strain tensor reduces
to a simple diagonal matrix. These components can be expressed in terms of the
elastic coeflScients and lattice mismatch of the material:

(•XX

—

(yy

a,B — aw
aw

(2.8)
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and
^zz =

(2.9)

- 2 T 7 — e XX
Ci 1

where Cij are the elastic coefficients of the material. The elastic coefficients are
generally expressed as a fourth-rank tensor, sometimes referred to as the stiffness
tensor.

For zincblende crystals, the elastic moduli (components of the stiffness

tensor) can be expressed in a compact form:
Cii

C12 C12

0

0

0

C12

0

0

0

C12 C12 C „

0

0

0

C12 Cn

C =
0

0

0

C44

0

0

0

0

0

0

C44

0

0

0

0

0

0

a

(2.10)
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with
Cnin = 2Cijki

when m or n = 4,5 or 6

an(
Cxnn = 4Cijki

when m and n = 4,5 or 6

where the fourth-rank tensor has been reduced to a 6x6 matrix due to the symmetry of the zincblende crystal. The elastic stiffness tensor represents the constants of
proportionality between the applied stress and the internal strain of a given material [70]. Whenever a value of '^strain" in a [001] grown epitaxial layer is given, the
imphcit meaning is the value of c,.,. (i.e., the lattice mismatch of the material).
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Growth along any axis other than [001] results in off-diagonal strain tensor
components. For [111] growth, the diagonal components are equal and given by:

-XX,111 — ^yy,lU

— ^zz,Ul

4C 44

—

aw

4C44 + 2C,2 + C,lJ

(2.11)

with the additional off diagonal components

^xy,Ul

— tyz,111 — ^xz,Ul

—

aB — aw
2(Cn+2Ci2)
4C44 + 2Ci2 + C „
aw

(2.12)

where all quantities are defined as above. It is apparent from these expressions that
the calculation of the energy structure becomes more compHcated for [111] growth
as compared with the [100] case.
In both cases, the total strain may be described in terms of a hydrostatic portion
and a uniaxial contribution. The hydrostatic term preserves the crystal symmetry
and describes a change in volume. The uniaxial component causes a reduction in
the symmetry of the unit cell. These changes are usually described in terms of deformation potentials. The hydrostatic deformation potential, a, describes the relative
center of mass-type shifts of the band edges. The hydrostatic deformation potential
may be broken down into the absolute components for either the conduction or valence band. These absolute components are denoted (for the F point), Oc (<0) and
ay (>0), respectively, where a = Uc — civ The sheer deformation potential, b (<0)
and the rhombohedral deformation potential d (<0) describe uniaxial-type shifts
of energy levels and are proportional to the splitting of degenerate energy levels.
Values for the deformation potentials are listed in Table 2.2.
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Strain has dramatic effects on the valence band energy configuration.

From

symmetry considerations, it is clear that the (lll)-grown strained layers will have
different p-orbital configurations than the (lOO)-grown strained layers. As is apparent from the strain tensors for these two growth directions, [lOOj-growth results in
Px = Py "/" Pz- In contrast, for [lll]-oriented growth, p^ = py = Pz, with a trigonal distortion. For [111] growth, both relative-nearest-neighbor distances are no
longer equivalent and bond angles are changed. For [100] growth, the relative bond
lengths remain unchanged, while only the angles change. This is important for the
production of the piezoelectric effect, discussed in Section 2.3.2. The effect is also
seen in the lifting of the degeneracy of the light- and heavy-hole (LH, HH) bands at
k = 0 , present in a bulk III-V semiconductor [48, 65]. The degeneracy of the LH/HH
bands is lifted as a result of either biaxial-compressive or -tensile strain. Fig.2.8
illustrates this general effect of strain on the hole bands for bulk GaAs [48]. The
sphtting between LH and HH is a measure of the degree of strain in the layer. It
should be noted that the effect of quantum confinement in a quantum well is itself
the lifting of the LH/HH degeneracy in the valence band. Thus the incorporation
of strain enhances (compressive strain) or decreases (tensile strain) the splitting
caused by quantum confinement [3].
The shifts of the band edges due to coherent biaxial strain in both the [001]
and [111] growth planes are computed by Pollak and separately by People [57. 65].
The shifts are given in terms of the elastic coefficients.

These energy shifts are
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most easily thought of in three separate parts. First, the hydrostatic component
of the strain shifts both the CB and VB edges; the CB minimum is raised while
the VB maximum is lowered. These shifts will be denoted as SEc,hyd^^^^^^^^ and
<^Ev,hyd^°°^^^^^ for the 100 (111) well. Then the lifting of degeneracy for the LH and
HH bands is described in terms of either the sheer deformation potential, 6 (for the
[100] case), or the rhombohedral deformation potential, d (for the [111] case). This
degeneracy-splitting shift is denoted by (5Es^°°^^^^^ The strain dependent energy
shifts are given by :
*Ec.h.d'"" = 2a.e„"^

Gil ~ Ci2

c„" ' ^

(2.13)

and

which describe the upward shift of the conduction band shown in Fig.2.8,

«Ev,vd'°° = 2a„c„^"'^"

(2.15)
^11

and
<5Ev,hyd'" = 3a„e„p^^_^2C,r+4C44

^^'^^^

which describes the downward shift, of the doublv degenerate VB top. and

6Es™ = ±bej-"^^^"

(2.17)

^'11

an(

.Es- = ^V3....^J-^^;;C44

(^-'^^

'•
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which describes the movement of the HH ( - ) and LH (+) bands.
Similarly, other conduction band levels (k 7«^ 0) are also affected by strain. For
[111] strain, the L band moves upward [57, 65]. Tlie X level degeneracy is lifted due
to strain in either the [100] or [111] case. The movement of the degenerate X level
is again described in two parts, one due to the hydrostatic portion of the strain and
the splitting caused by the shear component. The hydrostatic shift is given by [71]

•^Fx.iM =

flA'(2c,..,-l-e,,)

(2.19)

where a^ is the absolute deformation potential of the X and e^x, ^zz are components
of the strain tensor, givcni above. The value of r/x is not known for InGaAs, GaAs,
or InAs and must b(^ aj)j)roximatc(l. Here, the value of ax = 1.62, computed for
AlAs is used. The Xxy level then shifts downward

AEx..y = -^u{(z.-c,x)

(2.20)

where Eu is the unia.xial deformation potential [57]. This has been calculated for
GaAs and InAs. An int(M-i)olated value is used for this work as listed in Table 2.2.
From this, it is apparent that the lowest lying X level is the doubly degenerate XXY
level for compressively si rained InGaAs.

2.3.2 The Piezoelectric Effect
When stressed along cert ain directions, some crystals develop an electric polarity
whose magnitude is proportional to the magnitude of crystal deformation [69, 72].
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This phenomenon is known as the direct piezoelectric effect. The effect was first
discovered by Pierre and Jacques Curie [72]. The converse piezoelectric effect is the
name given to the deformation of a crystal by application of an external electric field
along certain crystal axes [72]. A total of 20 of the 32 classes of crystal structures
are piezoelectrically active. All crystal groups which do not contain an inversion
center of symmetry are piezoelectrically active. Only one of the crystal point groups,
the lowest-symmetry triclinic class, becomes polarized for strain applied along any
direction. There is no crystal class for which the effect is produced for only a single
direction of applied strain. The III-V zincblende semiconductors are the simplest
crystals with no inversion center. These high-symmetry crystals become polarized
only for strain applied along specific crystal axes.
The piezoelectric constants for any material are generally written in the form of
a third-rank tensor with 3^ = 27 components of the form e.-j^. These components
are generally arranged in the form of a cube where the first indices denotes the layer,
the second the row and the third tlie column. The piezoelectric tensor is symmetric
in the indices j,k,

leaving only 18 independent components and facilitating the

reduction of the tensor to a 3 x 6 matrix notation (similar to the reduction of the
elastic stiffness tensor) [69]. This is the form most generally used for description
of the piezoelectric effect. The reduction is accomplished by defining new symbols.
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e,j, where the first indices remains the same and the second and third indices of the
full tensor notation are replace with a single index from 1 to 6:
tensor notation

11 22 33 23,32

31,13

12,21
(2.21)

matrix notation

1 2

3

4

5

6

Using this notation, the matrix form of the piezoelectric tensor for cubic zincblende
materials is simpHfied to
0 0 0 ei4

[e] =

0

0

0 0 0

0

ei4

0

0 0 0

0

0

ei4

(2.22)

where the only non-zero component is ei4. The value of ei4 has been determined
experimentally for several semiconductors [33]. One of the important conclusions
of Sanchez et al. was that the piezoelectric constant in III-V materials did not
follow the Vegard's law interpolation appropriate for other material constants [73].
The experimentally determined value for e ^ as a function of In concentration for
InxGai_xAs is given in Table 2.1.
The relationship between the applied strain and the induced electric polarization
is stated formally as
(2.23)
jk

where P, is the component of the piezoelectric polarization in the z* direction and
tjk are defined above and eiji, are the piezoelectric tensor components. From this
expression, two things are apparent.

First, the piezoelectric constants must be
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expressed as a third rank tensor (27 components). Second, reversing the direction
(i.e., the sign) of the applied strain results in a change in direction of the induced
polarization. The sign reversal has been confirmed experimentally [26, 31, 74, 75].
The matrix notation for the piezoelectric tensor is useful in reducing the complexity
of Eq. 2.23 to a more familiar form. For the zincblende crystal, the polarization
reduces to [72, 76]:
r (• — Z,G{jCji(

(2.24)

where P, is the component of the piezoelectric polarization in the i^^ direction and
piezoelectric constant and strain are defined as above.
In order to more accurately estimate the strain induced electric field, it was
found by Bahder et al. that small corrections for the piezoelectrically active strained
crystals was necessary [25]. Using a bulk piezoelectric approximation, the built in
polarization field is more appropriately given by [25]:

P

=

^ pz —

Vz,

(1 -f 7)ei4e,

(2.25)

where
Cn + 2Ci2 - 2C44 - 2(ei4VAC£o)

(2.26)

^ " ( l / 2 ) ( C n -f 2C12) + 2C44 + 2(ei4V«eo)
where the piezoelectric constant, r 14 is as given above, K. is the static dielectric
constant and e^ is the permeability of free space. This is the expression which will
be used in subsequent, calculated estimates of the intrinsic strain induced field in
this work.
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From Eq. 2.24 and Eq. 2.22, the directions of strain required to achieve an
induced polarization can be determined for zincblende materials. If the strain

IS

applied only along [001] directions, only diagonal strain tensor element s are nonzero.

No piezoelectric polarization is induced since en = 0 [8, 69, 72]. Strain

along any other direction results in a non-zero polarization for IH-V zincblende
materials.

This is due, in part to the partial charge separation stemming from

the partially ionic bonding character of the III-V compound. For stress along the
[001] direction, the bond-length ratios remain unchanged. While bond angles are
changed, the atomic displacement necessary to produce polarization are lacking,
leaving the sum of the dipole moments at any given lattice site = 0. However, when
non-[100] strain is present, a non-zero dipole moment is induced at each lattice site
due to the strain-altered bond length ratios, which are no longer equivalent (as
they are in the [001] strained case). An illustration of the notable differences in the
resulting configuration due to in-plane compression along [001] directions and [111]
directions is shown in Fig.2.9 and Fig.2.10. respectively. These figures are meant
to illustrate the larger reduction in symmetry induce by in-plane compression for
[lll]-growth axes in comparison to that of in-plane compression for [001]-gi-owth
axes. The figures dei)ict only a portion of the cubic unit cell to illustrate the effects
on the tetrahedral arrangement.
A great deal of t heoietical research has been devoted to the understanding of
the piezoelectric proj)erties of crystals [77, 78. 79. 80. 81]. The existence of internal
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piezoelectric fields within [lll]-grown strained semiconductor layers was established
theoretically by Mailhiot and Smith [6, 7, 8. 9, 10, 11]. Strain along [111] axes provides a unique case, since the polarization is directed only along the direction of
growth [8]. The largest possible strain-induced polarization fields for the zincblende
material systems are produced for the [lll]-growth direction [6, 7, 8, 11, 82]. When
thin strained layers are grown, termination of the strained layer and thus the polarization charges (cation plane vs. anion plane) leads to a strain induced electric
field within the layer [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. The strain and the strain-induced electric
field are contained, to good approximation, within a thin quantum well layer grown
between thicker barrier layers. In this situation, the quantum well is "mechanically
clamped" as has been confirmed experimentally for the InGaAs/GaAs system [21].
Even for small strains, large fields on the order of lO^V/cm can be produced in
lattice mismatched layers [8].
Piezoelectric effects have significant ramifications on the transport properties of
semiconductor materials [8, 49]. The effect of an intrinsic strain-induced electric- field
within the active layer of a quantum well is illustrated in Fig.2.11. The quantum well
can no longer be modeled using a one-dimensional square well potential. The effect
of the tilting of the potential well is a shift in the energy levels toward the bottom
(top) of the CB (VB) well. Studies of externally apphed perpendicular electric
field on quantum well structures have confirmed the red-shifting of the absorption
edge with increasing field strength [83, 84]. This phenomenon is known as the
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quantum-confined Stark effect (QCSE) [76, 83, 85]. For the intrinsic-strain-induced
electric field present in the [lll]-grown layers, the phenomenon is sometimes called
the intrinsic quantum-confined Stark effect. The shifts in energy will be calculated
below. The red shift of the energy levels is accompanied by a reduction in the
overlap of the wavefunctions of carriers which occupy the shifted levels. This means
a reduction in the optical matrix element.

The intensity of resulting radiative

transitions is thus reduced and linewidth spectrally broadened [15].
The signature of the presence of the strain-generated electric field is the nonhnear optical response. The position of the lowest energy radiative transition depends on the power density of the incident excitation [7]. This phenomenon is stems
from photogenerated carrier screening, referring to the screening (i.e., reduction) of
the internal electric field by the presence of spatially separated electrons and holes.
The screening occurs as follows. First electron-hole pairs are created by exciting
with above bandgap light. These photogenerated carriers rapidly diffuse into the
thin quantum well layer. Once there, the electron hole pair becomes separated due
to the presence of the strain-induced piezoelectric field. As more carriers become
spatially separated, a bottleneck in the recombination of these separated carriers
occurs. The spatially separated elo^ctrons and holes then produce a polarization
field which opposes the intrinsic strain-induce piezoelectric polarization. The result
IS a

reduction of the net field within the quantum well layer. As the net field in

the well is reduce, the potential i)rofile across t he well layer flattens, causing a blue
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shift in the lowest energy radiative transition [7]. In short, photogenerated carrier
screening is a reversal oi i-QCSE. As the intrinsic piezoelectric field is screened with
the creation of photogenerated carriers and the QW begins to flatten, the overlap
of the wavefunctions of the carriers in the lowest lying confined energy levels of
the CB and VB increases. Thus, the blue shift is accompanied by a decrease in
linewidth as the wavefunction overlap [7, 50]. This effect has been confirmed experimentally [12, 13, 14, 28, 86]. By observing the screening of the piezoelectric field,
an estimate of the internal field is possible [87]. In the experiments discussed in this
work, the blue shift and linewidth narrowing are confirmed.
Because the potential drops across the quantum well region, escape of carriers must also be considered as a side effect of the presence of the strain-generated
piezoelectric field [38]. In multiple quantum well structures, it has been confirmed
that photo- excited carriers escape t he individual quantum wells to screen the entire
multiple-well layer structure [28]. In spite of this it has been found that the binding
energy of electrons for thin [lll]-grown layers exceeds that of the [100]-grown layers [88]. Enhanced direct-gap optical transitions are also observed for [lll]-grown
quantum wells when compared with [100] [89].
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2.4 Confinement Effects/Calculation of Energy levels
According to the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, reducing the uncertainty in
the spatial extent of the carrier wavefunctions by confinement implies a corresponding increase in the uncertainty of the momentum, and thus of the energy. So for
an electron (or hole) confined in space within a QW heterostructure as described
above, an increase in the ground state energy is expected. This energy is known as
the confinement energy. This can be thought of as an effective increase in the energy
required to dissociate the exciton. It is for this reason that the large strain-induced
electric field present in the [lll]-grown quantum wells do not dissociate electron
hole pairs. Carriers confined in the quantum well can withstand electric fields much
larger than the ionization field for the bulk material, since the electron and hole are
prevented from escape into the barrier material by the confinement potential [7].
Upon confinement, available energy states for carriers in the conduction and
valence bands of the QW go from being a continuum to being a series of discrete
levels, labeled by the index n. The confinement energy. En is generally measured
from the bottom (top) of the conduction (valence) band well edge. Thus, the effect
of confinement is to increase the energy of the lowest lying CB to VB transition.
Every finite square well supports at least one bound level [90, 91].
The QW has a step-like density of states, given by:

,j^E) = '^M(E-E.^)

(2.27)

1
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Figure 2.6: Illustration of the incorporation of biaxial pseudormorphic compicssixc
strain in epitaxially grown layers.

10

Figure 2.7: Illustration of Poisson's ratio for biaxial compressive^ strain.
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unstrained

(100)

in-plane biaxial compression

I^'igure 2.9: Illustration of the effect in-plane biaxial compression on a zinc blendc>
crystal for [001]- oriented growth directions.
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unstrained

in-plane biaxial compression

Figure 2.10: Illustration of the effect in-plane biaxial compression on a zincblende
crystal for [HI]- oriented growth directions.
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well
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substrate

(lll)A
cation substrate
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(Ga plane)

pz

(lll)B
anion substrate
termination
(As plane)

Figure 2.11: Diagram of the piezoelectric effect in the InGaAs quantum well la\'er
and its dependenc-e on the termination plane of the (Ja.As substrate
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where H is the Heavyside (step) function. This density of states and its comparison
to the density of states for a bulk semiconductor are shown in Fig.2.r2. Although
the continuum of states above the the potential discontinuity is practically three
dimensional, resonances can occur whenever the quantum well layer is equal to an
integer number of wavelengths of the running wave [92, 93].

2.4.1 [100] Energy Levels
Spatially confined electronic wave functions cannot be described accurately in
terms of bloch waves of infinite extent.

The most widely used method for the

description of the electronic states in a QW is the envelope function approximation [15]. Other approaches provide a more microscopic description of the system.
These methods include empirical tight binding calculations [94, 95] and pseudopotential formalisms [96, 97], both of which have the advantage of the capacity to
handle any heterostructure energy levels, independent of the proximity to the F
point. The envelope function approximation is restricted to high symmetry points
(F, X, L) in the Brillouin zone and has been heavily applied to the F-point states.
The envelope function approximation is well-suited for describing the optical properties of square well heterostructures, since the relevant optical transitions involve
these high symmetry points. The major advantage of the envelope approximation
method is its simplicity.
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The envelope function approximation assumes that changes in composition produce only small perturbations of the atomic potential. It assumes that carrier dynamics are still determined by the band parameters of the bulk semiconductors and
is the most widely used to describe semiconductor heterostructures. The abrupt interfaces created with heterostructure growth are accounted for with "macroscopic"
boundary conditions. That is, the wave function must be continuous across the interfaces and the probability current density must be conserved. The approximation
may appear crude, but has been successful in describing many transport and optical
phenomena [15]. The method of applying the envelope-function approximation to
quantum well potentials is also known as the Ben-Daniel Duke method [15. 48].
In the idealized case of the square well illustrated in Fig.2.4(b), carriers are free
to move within the plane of the quantum well layer. The in-plane wave-functions
are then given by oscillatory plane-waves, with a continuum of available energy
states. The motion of carriers along the growth direction is determined by the one
dimensional Schroedinger equation

- 7 r ^ ? T ^

= Ene,h0ne,h

(2-28)

The solutions to this equation are found in any introductory quantum mechanics
text. Here, the method in Ref. [48] is preferred, since the differences in masses
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between the barrier and well layers is accounted for. The resulting quantized energy
levels are determined from solution to the following transcendental equations:

»=

niB,
kL
ktan-—
mw
2

(2.29)
^
'

for the lowest lying (even symmetry wave function) levels (n=l,3,...) and

a =

me,
kL
kcot—
mw
^

(2.30)

for the next highest (odd symmetry wave function ) levels (n=2,4,...) where

a = ^v^2mB(V - En)

(2.31)

k = -^2mw(En)

(2.32)

and

with the potential well depth denoted by V and discrete energy levels by En- Expected transition energies were calculated by solving the equations once for the CB
levels and then for the VB levels. To determine the approximate potential well
depths for each case, the following procedure was employed. First, the difference in
band gap between the alloy and the GaAs was fractionally assigned to the CB and
VB. These unstrained wells were then modified due to strain using Eqs. 2.13, 2.15.
and 2.17 to determine the actual potential well depths. The confinement energies
were then calculated for CB and \^B and added to the strained well gap. The ratio
of (unstrained) CB:VB band gap distribution is varied between 50:50 to 80:20 until
reasonable agreement with experiment is obtained. For calculations in this work.
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these transcendental equations were solved using MathCad and Maple [98, 99]. Any
numeric root-finder is adequate and the equations may also be suitably handled by
graphical methods. There is always at least one bound state and a continuum of
unbound states for every square quantum well. The bound states are oscillatory
within the well layer and decay into the barrier layers.
Quantum confinement lifts the degeneracy of the LH and HH at zone center whether strain is present or not. Analysis of the in-plane dispersions for the
hole states is usually done with a 4 x 4 Luttinger Hamiltonian which incorporates
a confinement potential in the z direction [48]. The solution results in highly nonparabolic dispersion for the in-plane states. For the purpose of this work, the magnitude of the strain induced LH-HH splitting is much greater than that of enhanced.
For these reasons, the calculation of the LH-HH splitting due only to confinement
is ignored.

2.4.2 [111] QW Energy Levels
Because the wells grown on non-[001] substrates can no longer be approximated
by a square well potential, calculation of the confined energy levels and the resultant
transition energy is substantially complicatc^d. The full Hamiltonians which include
the effect of the electric field within the quantum well are given by

H = Hez + H,.. + Heh

(2-33)
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where

" = 5 ; ^ a ^

+ ^^(^^) + ^^^^

(2.34)

'^ = 2%^^'^:r^
r n h i " ^Zh^ + ^^'(^h) + ^F^h

(2.35)

Weh =

2/i ^1-2

e[(ze - Zh)2 + r2]i/2

(2.36)

where Ze.h is the coordinate of the electron(liole), me.hi is the effective mass of the
electron(hole) in the z direction, r is the separation of the electron and hole in the
(x,y) plane, ^ is the reduced mass of the electron-hole in-plane mass and F is the
field the z direction, perpendicular to the quantum well layer. This has been solved
by Andre et al. by assuming a linear combination of Airy functions within the
well and decaying exponentials outside the well. The solutions to the differential
equation
w" - zw = 0

(2.37)

are pairs of linearly independent solutions in the form of Airy functions, Ai(z) and
Bi(z). For a complete description of the properties of Airy functions, the treatment
in Abramowitz and Stegun is recommended [100]. By imposing continuity of the
wave function and first derivative at the boundary, and implicit equation for the
energy of bound states is achiex'ed:
Ai(x-) (CV -h X - ) ( m w / m B ) ) ' - Ai^(x-) ^ Ai(x+) ((V -f x_)(mw/mB))' -f AV{x+)
Bi(x_) (CV -f- x_)(mw/mB))^ - Bi'(x_)

Bi(x+) ((V + x_)(mw/niB))^ + Bi'(x+)
(2.38)
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where
/ 2mw \ '

^^±eFL\

and mw and mb are the effective masses in the well and barrier, respectively, V is
the potential height, L the well thickness, e the electronic charge and F the straininduced field across the well. Ai' and Bi' are the Airy derivative functions [100].
Unhke the square well case, no bound states are guaranteed for the well with a strong
electric field. In reality, there may be no true eigenstate when a quantum well is
subjected to an electric field perpendicular to the well layer, since the presence of the
field may allow carriers to tunnel to lower energy states [101]. An alternate approach
is to simply solve for the confined levels in an analogous square quantum well and
then shift the energy levels proportional to the magnitude of the field [76]. However,
this is less accurate than solving Schrodinger's equation with the Hamiltonian of
Eq. 2.33 numerically or using the above analytical solutions.
It was found during this work that another approximation could be applied to
the estimation of confinement energies for the piezoelectrically active QWs. Because
the potential varies across the well in a linearly in the growth direction, the approximation of the semi-infinite tricmgular well is used [3]. The Schiodinger equation
(under the envelope function api)roximation) is given by:
h' d2vp..(z)
+ eFzvI/„(z) = En^n(z)
2nr
dz2

(2.39)
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where F is the electric field for z>0, e is the electronic charge, m" is the effective
mass and with the boundary condition ^n(O) = 0. The solutions are Airy Functions,
as above, but the boundary conditions give energy eigenvalues in the form
,2p2j^2xl/3

En = -

2m'

(2.40)

a^

where an is the n*^ zero of Ai(z). Asymptotically this can be expressed

an — —

37r /

3^

n = 0,l,

(2.41)

which leads to
:2 \ 1/3
J_(n

—

.^m'

'37reF /

3\\^^^

, — ( " + i})

(2.42)

there is approximation is very good and particularly useful for small n [3]. The
potential, V(z) and the resulting energy levels and wavefunctions for the semiinfinite triangular well approximation are shown in Fig.2.13.
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2.5 Photoluminescence in Bulk Semiconductors
Photoluminescence (PL) is an excellent technique for non-destructive investigating the internal electronic processes in semiconductors. PL intensity and lineshape
are sensitive to crystalline quality, heterointerface abruptness, material composition.
Photoluminescence has been used extensively to characterize InGaAs heterostructure systems. PL was key in determination of the critical thickness of pseudomorphically strained layers, and has been used in to gain understanding of piezoelectric
field effects [14, 37, 50, 60, 66, 102] and heterolayer thickness [66, 103].
In the most simple description, the optical process known as photoluminescence
(PL) involves three major steps. First, an electron-hole pair is created with the
absorption of incident light, resulting in a non-equilibrium condition in the material. The electron and hole interact via the Coulomb potential to form an Wannier
exciton [104]. The energy with which the pair is bound together is typically on the
order of a few meV for GaAs and GaAs alloys [70]. In this work, the samples were
measured at 77K, so that k s T is on the order of the exciton binding energy, so
that the exciton is likely dissociated. This will be discussed further in conjunction
with photogenerated carriers in quantum wells. The excited pair then seeks lower
energy levels via thermalization (emission of phonons), congregating at the CB and
VB extrema. This may be considered as a quasi-equilibrium state. Finally, when
electric dipole transitions are allowed, the electron-hole pair recombines with the
emission of a photon with high probability [70]. The electron-hole pair could also
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id resulting energy levels and wavefunctions for the
Figure '> 13: Potential and resulting
semi-infinite triagular well approximation. From Ref.[3], p.20.
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recombine via non-radiative recombination paths, which compete with the radiati\-e
transition p a t h s .
T h e r e are several possible radiative transitions.

These include band-to-band.

donor level- to-band, band-to-acceptor level and donor level-to-acceptor level. These
possible recombination paths are illustrated in Fig.2.14. W h a t is typically observed
are the lowest lying transitions only, corresponding to the highest (lowest) lying
VB (CB) states or associated levels. For the q u a n t u m wells used in this study, the
observed photoluminescence spcxtrum stems from band-edge transitions. Because
the e m i t t e d radiation involves states at or near the band edge, photoluminescence
spectroscopy is a significant source of information about the electronic properties
involved in optical processes.
T h e interaction of the photons in the incident light and the semiconductor material can be described by the Hamiltonian:
H = - ^ ( p - c i A ) ^ + V(r)

(2.43)

where mo is the free electron mass. A is the vector potential for the electromagnetic
field, V(r) is the periodic crystal potential and here q = -\e\
Hamiltonian must be symmetrized.

for electrons.

The

Under this assumption. Fermi's Golden Rule

may be derived. (See Ref. [48]. chapter 3 for a full derivation.) T h e transition rate
for absorption of light by a sc>miconductor c an be written:

W.u=^|{MH'(r)|a)|^c5(E.-K.-li^-)
h

(2.M)

5G
for the electron initially at cMlcn^^• level E , and E,, >E,, is assumed. Likewise, the
transition rate for the emission of a photon can be written
27r

W,,. = ^

I (a I H'(r) I 1^) r S{E, - E, - h^)

(2.4o)

where t h e electron is initially in state Eb- T h e total upward and downward t ransition
rates must take into account tlu> probability of occupation lor the states a and b.
For low photoexcitation intensities, the quasi-equilibrium distribution functions for
the electrons, fe and holes, fj, can be approximated by Boltzmann distributions:

le or fh oc exp

-E

Lk^J

(2.16)

where ke is Boltzmann's constant. In general, a Fermi-Dirac distribution is appropriate
fp or
or 1ii, =

a
1 + c>xp

E,-EF
knT

(2.17)

where Ep is the quasi-fermi Ic^'el of the malcu-ial. This approach is scMiii-classic al.
To treat the problem rigorously requires the incident electromagnetic field to be
quantized with second-quantization theory.
T h e generation of electron-hole pairs in semiconductors involves the t ransition of
carriers across the forbidden gap and thus is very different for direct and indirect t;ap
materials. I'or direct gap scMiiiconductors, the CB and \ ' B band extrcMiia aic both
at k = 0 , so absorption and ennssii)n can occur without the invohenicMit of a plionon.
In the casc^ of indirect band (wtrcMua the upward and downward transitions icHiuiic>
a change in m o m e n t u m , and thus thc> invol\-(Miient of a phonon (either absorption or

0/

emission) to conserve k. Because the electron-hole pair cannot recombine without
the assistance of a phonon with the appropriate energy and m o m e n t u m , the time
necessary for radiative recombination is much longer for an indirect transition than
for t h e direct radiative transition. T h e probability for radiative recombination from
carriers which occupy direct (same k) band extrema is much higher than that for
the radiative recombination of carriers occupying indirect (inequivalent k) band
extrema. T h e competing non-radiative recombination processes reduce the radiative
recombination probability for the indirect transition signihcantlx'. Surface statc\s and
defects are the primary source for non-radiative recombination processes [105].
Several intrinsic and extrinsic parameters determine recombination lifetime for
the electron-hole pair [105]. The total lifetime can be expressed [105]:

i =i +^

(2..8)

where TJ. and r^r are the radiative and non-radiat i\c> recombination lifetimes. If an
exponential decay process is assumed, thc> internal quantum efficiency (radiati\'e
recombination efficiency) can be defined as:

Vr

(2.4<))

1+ ^
' nr

From this, it is apparent that high radiati\-c> recombination efficiencies are achiexed
when the non-radiative hfetiine is large, as in the case of direct radiative recombination.

For indirect ivcombination. the (^fects of non-radiative^ recombination

opportunities for the elcvt ron-liolc pair decT(>asc> r,„. making the indirect i.idialive

5eS

recombination process less efficient than the direct process. In the case of laser excitation, the number of photogenerated (excess) electron-hole pairs is much larger
t h a n t h e equilibrium densities, n^ and po- In this case, for band to band recombination, t h e radiative lifetime can be expressed as

Tr = -

^

(2.50)

where Br is defined as a coefficient for band to band recombination (with units
cm'^/s) related to the transition probabilit}- and An is the number of electron- hole
pairs produced by the laser excitation. T h e xalue of Br for direct gap sc>miconductors
is typically 10"^^ to 10~^ cm^/s and for indirc>ct band gap semiconductors B, ranges
from 10"^^ to 10-^3 c m ^ s .

2.5.1 Photoluminescence from Q u a n t u m Wells
T h e photoluminescence emissions in a quantum well arc^ associated with ihe
regions which have the narrowest energy gap.

In the InxGai_xAs/Ga.As s\'stein.

this means the InGaAs well layers. The lowest energy transition for InGaAs is from
the first confined electronic level in the CB ( E C l ) to the first confined MM level in
the VB ( H H l ) . T h e radiative^ recombination of el(>ctron-hole pairs confined within
a q u a n t u m wc4l differs significantly from that of bulk matcMials.

I h e overlap of

the electron and hole wavefunctions is increased due to the spatial confinemc^it.
This increase's the radiative rcH-,ombination probability. The exciton confinc^d to a
q u a n t u m well can be viewed as beting "compivssed." causing an effcxtiyc" incre<ise in
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t h e binding energy. In the bulk (three-dimensional) case, the electrons and holes are
spread over a wide range of energy. In a q u a n t u m well, the step-like density of states
for the electrons and holes, shown in Fig.2.12. implies that the carriers are spread
over a much smaller energy range due to the sharp increase in densit\' of states
at t h e s u b b a n d edge. This localization is responsible for the increased radiative
recombination probability in q u a n t u m wells in comparison with bulk materials.
For this work, spectral linewidth of the luminescence emissions was a concern. T h e linewidth of a photoluminescence peak depends on several factors. The
linewidth of emissions stemming from the recombinat ion of elect ron-hole pairs vyith
well defined energy separations is known as homogeneous and can be very narrow,
on the order of a few meV. When the recombining electron hole pairs aic> of slightly
different energies, the luminescence spectra can exhibit peaks with inhomogeneously
broadened linewidths [70]. The linewidth can also be broaden by interfat c> roughness
or defects within the well material. For quantum wells of width <100A. the majority
of photogenerated carriers are excited within the barrier regions and diffuse to the
well [105]. Due to these factors. thc> lincAvidlli is often used to judge the quality of a
heterostructure. High quality q u a n t u m well structures with very abrupt interface's
may have PL linewidths of onl\' a few m e \ ' . In my samples typical linewidths are
10-15meV for the (lOO)-grown QWs and 20-30me\' for the ( l l l ) - g r o w n QWs.
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2.6 Semiconductor Materials Under Hydrostatic- Pressure
T h e application of hydrostatic pressure is a well established technique for the
study of electronic band structure in semic:onductors [106, 107. 108].

Since the

application of hydrostatic pressure is a scalar perturbation, the symmetry of the
crystal is preserved. For cubic crystals the application of hydrostatic pressure simply
diminishes the volume [70]. Electronic properties are altered due to changes in the
inter-atomic distances as pressure is varied [51].
In III-V materials, the application of hydrostatic picssure increases the direct
band gap. T h e conduction band F-point moyes upward relative the valence band at
a rate on the order of lOmeV/kbar. The L level is also shifted uj)ward in energ\- at
approximately half this rate^ The X- level shifts downward at a rate approxirnaledy
one order of m a g n i t u d e smallcM than the upward shift rate of the conduction band V
point. This shifting under pressure is illuslrate^d in l'ig.2.1o(a) and (b) for a typical
direct gap material. T h e pressure coefficient s of these levels in other se>miconduc tors
have slightly different charactcMistic values. The pressure c oefficients of G a . \ s . listeel
in Table 2.3 are well established [107]. As hydrostatic pressure is incre>ase>d. the
conduction band energy levels move toward dcegeneracy.

At some point, usually

denoted P,-, the F and X minima cross. As pressure is increased beyond Pc the PL
s p e c t r u m reflects the crossoycM. as the dominanl transition changes from being F
point (direct transition) relatcnl to being X i)c)inl re^atenl. 1 he data sunmiarv of PL
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Figure 2.14: Possible transitions for radiative recombination.
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emission versus pressure c>xhibits a typical "l wo-slope" behavior, as shown for pure
GaAs in Fig.2.16.
Because b o t h the barrier and well conduc tion band levels in both materials are
shifting, more t h a n one crossover may occur within a heterostructure. Conduction
band crossovers may occur within the well layer, or between levels in the well and
the barrier. T h e r e are two crossovers which are commonly observed in PL under
hydrostatic pressure. When the crossover between the F and X levels occurs first
within the well layer, the crossover is considered a type-I crossover.

The lowest

conduction band level in the q u a n t u m well s\-steni remains within the well layer, so
t h a t transitions are spatially direct, but k-space indirect. When the F le\-c4 in the
well layer becomes degenerate and crosses with the X \c\c\ in the barrier la\-er. the
crossover is designated type>-ll. In this case, the CB energy minimum is in the barrier
material and recombination is both spatiall\- and k-space indirect. Establishing the
levels involved in an observed crossover is critical in using hydrostatic pressure to
obtain information regarding the band structure of the material. In the case of a
type-II crossover, the above crossover type-II indirect emission (X;, to \'B„.) can
be extrapolated to P = 0 to directly determine the valence^ band discontinuity of
the q u a n t u m well. In the case of a type-I crossover, it is not possible to dire>ctly
asccTtain the valence band offset. but an upper- limit on t he offset can be det einiined.
As pressure is increased bewond Pc- other crossovers mav occur, but may not be
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observed directly in the PL S})ectrum. At preessures near P^. multiple emissions are
commonly seen [43].
Another effect of hydrostatic pressure in a heterostructure system is the alteration of the strain of the heterolayer. The lattice- constant of a material depends on
pressure according to Murnaghan's equation [51]
..B'"
a(P) = a(0)

3B'

(2.51)

•+•^8

where a(0) is the lattice constant of the material at ambient pressure, B is the bulk
modulus, B ' is the bulk modulus derivative, and P is the pressure. T h e bulk moduli
of the layered materials are slightly different.

T h e lattice constants of the two

materials therefore change differently as pressure is applied. Because the strain in
the Q W layer is proportional to the difference in the lattice- constant of the barrie-i
and well, the strain is modified through tlie> application of pressuie-.

13y taking

the interpolated constants gix'CMi in Table 2.2 and calculating the stiain as gixcn
in Eq. 2.8, an expression for the strain in the (100) QW as a function of a])plied
hydrostatic pressure is obtainable for a gix-en In concentration. For the (111) case,
the situation is more complicated, since the in-plane strain is also })roport ional to
the elastic coefficients which also have non-zcTO pressure coefficients.
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Table 2.3: Relevant conduction band energy level pressure coefficients for Ga.As and
InAs from literature search.
Binary compound d E / d P (F point) d E / d P (X point) d E / d P (L point)
GaAs"
10.7
-1.4
o.O
InAs
10.2\9.5'^
from ReL [107] ^ from Ref. [109] ' from Ref. [110]
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Figure 2.15: Schematic illustration of CB level movement with increasing hydrostatic pressure-, (a) Below Pc, the F point is the lowest lying CB level, (b) .Xboye
Pc, the X le-ye-1 is the- lowest lying ('B level.
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Figure 2.16: Pressure dependence of the band edge PL emission of pure (;aAs (77K),
exhibiting typical "two-slope" behavior.

C H A P T E R III
E X P E R I M E X T A L DETAILS

3.1 Samples
T h e samples used for this work were provided by collaborators 0 . Brafman. D.
Fekete, R. Manor and Y. Finkelstein at the Technion Israel Institute of Technology
in Haifa, Israel. T h e samples were grown by metal-organic-chemical-vapor deposition ( M O C V D ) . Each of the samples is a single In^-Gai.^As q u a n t u m well layer
with GaAs barrier layers. T h e substrate is slightly n-type GaAs. T h e thickness of
the GaAs cap layers range from 500 to 1000 A for different samples. Two sets of the
samples were grown in pairs, one with the (iaAs substrate oriented along the [001]
axis and the other with the substrate oriented along the [111] axis. One of these
pairs, sample n u m b e r 1245, is the subject of the pressure- work. The- re-niainder of
the samples were grown on the [111] orientation with various thicknesses and In
concentrations.

For all ( l l l ) - g r o w n wells, the substrate- termination surface was

the '"A" surface. This is the cation (or Ga) plane- of the GaAs substrate crystal.
Thickness and compositional analysis was determined b\' x-ray analysis and confirmed with low-tempe-rature- (77K) photoluminescence by the growers [39]. This
preliminary work confirmed the high quality of the coherently strained layers.
In Table- 3.1, a list of samples along with the-ir nominal growth parame-ters is
shown, along with the calculatc-d bulk ene-rgv gap of the alloy used for the cjuantum
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well, found using Eq. 2.4 and the values fisted in Table 2.1 for a, 3 and c. Also listed
is the lattice mismatch (in percent) for each sample. The values of thickness and
cap layer have an average uncertainty of ± I A and the uncertainty in the reported
In concentration is < 1%. according to the sample growers.
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Sample
1245-[100]
1245-[111]
1241-[100]
1241-[111]
1309-[llll
1312-[111]
1327-[111]

Tabl e 3.1: Complete list
X
Energy Gap Well
(bulk) (eV)
0.22
1.183
0.22
1.183
0.19
1.232
0.19
1.232
0.15
1.282
1.282
0.15
0.13
1.310

of samples used in this work
Lat t iceThickness Cap Thickness
.Mismatch [7i)
A
1.5
23
550
1.0
550
23
1.3
750
20
1.3
750
20
1.0
1000
50
1.0
1000
80
0.9
1000
150

^Values are for 77K, unless noted.

!
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3.2 Diamond .\nvil Cell
T h e use of opposing diamond anvils to study materials under high pressure was
first accomplished in 1959 at the National Bureau of Siandards by Charleys Weir
et al. [111].

T h e original diamond anvil ce-ll (DAC) has been modified and im-

proved by several researchers since then. 4 his important experimental technique
has found a variety of applications, including x-ray diffraction measurements, absorption spectroscopy, R a m a n scattering and photoluminescence spectroscopy. (See
Ref. [106], and references therein.)

The introduction of a rapid and convenient

means of determining the pressure inside the diamond anvil cell by using ruby fluorescence provided a major advance in high pressure s])c-etroscopy [112]. The- basiccomponents of the DAC are shown in Fig..3.1. Several designs are ax'ailable which
incorporate these fundamental components.

For this woik, a .\lerrill-Hasse-t style

miniature diamond anvil cell was employed as shown in the detailed sche-matic of
Fig.3.2 [113, 114, 115].
Each diamond anvil is a brilliant-cut gem stone of superior quality. The- quality
of the gemstone is initially accessed using an optical microscopy to insure that the
stone- is clear and free of large defects. T\\v stone musl also be insi)e-cted for undesired luminescence for a wide- range excitation enc-rgie-s by measuring the- se-condorder R a m a n spectrum of e-ach stone. Only those- stones for which the se-cond-orde-r
R a m a n signal is strong relative- to the lumine-scc-ne e- backgiound are ac ce-ptable. The
a p p r o x i m a t e size of e-ach ge-iiistone is appro.ximatelv 1/3 carat. H i e cule-t e,f c-ae h
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gemstone is polished to form the anvils, a fiat surface %0.6mm in diameter (area
%0.36mm2). T h e fiat surface parallel to the- culet is the "table" of the gemstone.
with a diameter of %1.2 m m (area ?^1.4mm2). T h e table is the gemstone surface
which is in contact with the translating-platen-mount. T h e platen is positioned in
the load bearing supports with horizontal se-t screws. The details of the DAC used
for this work is shown in Fig.3.2, with relevant components labeled.

3.2.1 Mounting the Diamonds
T h e gemstones are affixed to the platens with several layers of adhesixe-. First,
the diamonds are mounted onto the platen using jewelers wax which provides light
adhesion to the steel surface but allows for manipulation in positioning the stoneT h e stone is positioned in the platen by viewing with an optical microscope in transmission m o d e (illumination from below). Each stone is positioned in a platen so
t h a t the culet is centered above smallest oj)ening in the platen. Once- the- optimum
position of the stones is decided, the stones aie- affixed with a cyano-ae rxlale ("super") glue and allowed to cure untouched for 24 hours. A thick epoxv is then packed
around each stone. For low t e m p e r a t u r e durability, "Epoxy-Patch" was found most
suitable [116]. T h e epoxy is allowed to harden for 21 hours before the following final
adjustments are made.
Before applying any pre^ssure to the- anvils, the- stones iiuist be centerexl and theopposing culets made- parallel. 44iis is done- using an optical microscopc> and moving
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t h e m o u n t i n g platen with set screws located within the load bearing supports (s ee
Fig.3.2).

T h e diamonds can be centered by viewing the cell from a b o \ e and lit

from below. Small clay balls should be plac e between the upper and lowe-r halve-s
of t h e cell while centering to avoid undesired diamond-diamond contact during the
entire procedure. Once stones are centered, the culets of the two stones must be
brought in close proximity of one another so that interference fringes between the
two opposing culets can be seen. T h e small clay balls should remain between the
load bearing supports. T h e screws are used to slowly bring the diamonds into ver\close proximity while constantly observing through the microscope.
should be tightened using fingers only, and turned in sequence.

I h e screws

Care- should be

taken to avoid very bright, closely spaced fringes, since this is an indication that
the angle between the culets is large and undesirable diamond-diamond contact
is likely to occur. Specifically, great care should be taken so that culet edges do
not come into contact with any part of the- opposing diamond culet.

Since the

platens do not have a \-ertical adjustment, the procedure for achieving c:ente-iing
and parallelism is iterative. Each iteration requires that one of the ge-mstones berotated in its mounting platen relative to the- other in order that the- bc-st ccMitcre-d
and parallel position is acliie-ve-d.

This is de;lermined by achieving wide-, e-vcidy

spaced interference fringes which cover the- entire surface of the- culet. For a culei
size of ;^0.6mm, there should be 3-4 fringe-s spread evc^nly ove-r the entire- culet
surface-. This indicate-s that the- angle be-twe-e-n the- two culets is ve-ry sm<dl. Once
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the o p t i m u m parallel status of the culets is achieved, the separation between the
load bearing supports should be measured using a calibrated calipers and recorded.
T h e relative separation of the three sides should be maintained throughout the
subsequent pressure study. This is critical in maintaining the parallelism of the two
stones, which is imperative for achieving high pressure and protecting the stones
from d a m a g e .

3.2.2 Gasket Preparation
Once the stones are mounted, gaskets must be pre-pressed before they are drilled.
T h e gasket material is stainle-ss shim-stock of thickness ?iiO.203mm (0.008 inch). For
this work, t h e gaskets were cut from the sheet stainless using a carbon rod fashioned
into a cylindrical-shaped fixture- on an elect ric-discharge-machine (FT)M) rig by the
Texas Tech University machine shop. The small pieces need only be large enough
to cover the culet of the anvils, but for convenience ~ 1 cm squares or circle-s we-re
used.
T h e gaskets must be thoroughly cleaned using acetone and cotton swabs. They
may then be placed onto the clean diamond surface, using small clay balls around
the stone to keep the gasket from tilting. The cell is then asse-mbled and pie-ssure is
applied while viewing the diamond-steel interface- through the microscope- (illuminated from above). The- gaske-t should be prc^sse-d until the thickness of liu- uaske-l

under the culet is reduce by ;^o0%. This work-hardens the steel and provides the
70-100//m thickness found to be optimal for high pressure.
Once pressed, holes of diameter ^ l 7 5 - 2 0 0 / i must be cut into the gasket. Several
m e t h o d s were employed. A small jewelers drill press provided unsatisfactory hole
size. T h e 1.05/im fine from a pulsed Nd-^'ACJ laser (Dr. M. Kristiansen. Electrical
Engineering, Texas Tech University) was also used to create holes in gaskets. This
was accompfished by carefully focusing the- light onto the center of the diamond
'footprint' in the gasket. T h e holes produced by this method were usable-, but of
poor quality and difficult to load. The desired hole shape is a cylindrical opening
from front to back in the center of the diamond imprint. T h e majority of t he- gaske-t s
used in this work were machined by Jake Bartos and his staff at Los Alamos Xat ional
Laboratory Micro-Machine shop. T h e holes we-re- made using a high-precision ED.\I
rig, creating a clean cylindrical opening through the gasket.

3.2.3 Sample Preparation for Pressure- Studies
For pressure studies, the samples must hi comfortabl\' inside the gasket ope-ning.
This requires t h a t the samples be thinned. 44ie samples are mechanicall\- polislu-d
on the back surface to a thickness of ;^25-3o//. Samples of dimension ? ^ 6 m m x 6 m m
are mounted onto a small glass slide using be-e- \yax by heating the slide until the wax
is melted. Polishing is accomi)lislied using a paste- of silicon carbide (600 nu-sli) and
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distilled water on a fiat glass plate. T h e samj>le is placed face down onto the- pastecovered plate and gentle finger pressure used to move the sample in a

figure-eight

p a t t e r n in the paste. T h e sample is rinsed, gently dried and frequently nie.-asured
for thickness.

Thickness measurements can be m a d e using a profilometer which

has been zeroed to the surface of the glass slide to which the sample is mounted.
T h e iterative process is continued until the- desired thickness is achieved. One of
the difficulties in thinning the sample may be in keeping a uniform thickness over
the sample area. Frequent measurements and creative use of finger pressure- when
polishing can help avoid this problem.
After the samples are thinned, the sample; and the slide should be heated to melt
the m o u n t i n g wax. T h e sample is then quickly transferred to a bath of ace-tone.
Alternate baths of acetone and toluene will remove all the wax from the- small sample
pieces. T h e sample may break into man\' small pieces during the proce-ss.

I'sing

filter paper during the transfer process prevents loss of sample. The samples should
be inspected visually (using microscope) to insure that all the wax is re-moved from
the polished surface, since the bee wax fluoresces wonderfully under laser e-xcitation
and can obscure measurement of the desire-d signal.

3.2.1 Loading the Cell
Be-fore- loading the DAC. the- culet surfaee-s must be absolute^ly clean. T\us is
best done- using small tufts of 10()*X cotton hbe-r wrapped tightly on sharp fore e^ps
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tips. T h e cotton tufts are dipped in clean acetone, blotted and each used for only
one sweep across the diamond surface.

The surface is best inspected with the

optical microscope by using illumination from be-low and above. Once both diamond
surfaces are clean, a small sample should be placed with the surface on which
measurements are to be made face-down in the center of the diamond culet. This
is best accomplished by using a sharp needle- to cleave and transfer the sample onto
the lower culet surface. T h e sample dimension should be roughly 1/3 the diameter
of the gasket opening.
Small clay balls are then place around the- diamond and the gasket is slow4\lowered onto the surface.

This is done by using the mici-oscoj)e and kee-])ing the

diamond surface and sample in focus while x'iewing in transmission. T h e ne-xt ste-j)
is to place a 2-3 small pieces of ruby dust into the cell opening using a ne-e-dlefor transfer.

T h e top diamond is then put in [)lace.

Finge-r pressure should be-

used to press the top diamond and seat the gaske-t.

The top diamond is tlie-n

gently removed.

T h e pressure- medium, in this work a 1:1 mixture of methanol-

ethanol, is then flooded into the opening using a small hypodermic syringe-. T h e
top diamond is then put cjuicklv in place- and attached, using finger pressure to
keep the- liquid-filled ce-ll se-ale-d while tightening the scre-ws.

The ce-ll should be-

tored in the microscoi)e- to insure that the pressure me-dium remains m the ee-11
monil
w

hile- the scre-ws are t iglite-iie-d.

1 he- tlire-.- se-t screws are then tightene-d in small.

seque-ntial increments to acliie-ve- a low (<10kbar) i)re-ssure- Typically, as the screws

I I

are tightened and the ceU becomes pressurized, a small bubble of trapped gas will
form within t h e sample chamber. Its presene e and subsequent disappearance is the
signal t h a t the desired pressure conditions within the cell have bee attained.

3.2.5 Pressure Calibration
T h e pressure in the DAC was calibrated primarily by using the Rl ruby fluorescence s p e c t r u m fine. A typical ruby spectrum is shown in Fig.3.3.
fluorescence

pressure calibration technique is well established [112].

1 he ruby

Ihe- R\ line-

pressure dependence is well known. T h e pressure within the cell as a function of
the R l wavelength is given by

P = 3808 ( ( y ^ )

- l ]

(3.1)

where P is the pressure in kbar. ARI is the peak wavelength of the R l line, and Ay is
the wavelength of the R l line at ambient pre-ssure. To insure- an accurate- pre-ssurecalibration, the ruby spectrum is measured at zero pressure at the end of each
pressure run and all pressures are adjusted accordingl}'. 1-br added accuracy-, t he
ruby fluorescence was measured for each pressure at both room t e m p e r a t u r e and
77K. Additionally, the cell pressure was corroborated by using the pressure- shift
of the GaAs substrate and cap layer of the sample, below the crossover i)re-ssure
(P?^40 kbar). T h e pressure dependence of the direct band-band transition is shown
in Fig.2.15. These methods provide- an overall accuracv in the dete-rminat ion of
internal cell pre-ssure of ± 1 kbar.

It is imperative that hydrostatic conditions be maintained within the- cell. 4 he
methanol-ethanol pressure medium remains hydrostatic up to ?^100 kbar [117]. The
linewidths of the Rl and R2 ruby fluorescence- are also used to monitor the- h\'drostatic conditions within the cell. By placing several small pieces of ruby dust in
different locations within the cell, subtle variations in the pressure over the cell area
can be observed. Hydrostatic conditions were maintained to within ± l k b a r over
the full area of the cell.
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Upper Translational mounting-platen

Upper Diamond Anvil

Gasket

Lower Diamond Anvil

Lower Translational mounting-platen

Figure 3.1: Basic components of the miniature diamond anvil ce41 (shown in e ross
se-ction).
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Allen cap screw (3)

Load-bearing support
(upper)

Translation mounting platen
(upper)
Gasket material

Translating mounting platen
(lower)

Load-bearing support
(lower)

Figure 3.2: Detailed illustration of .Mernll-Bassett-style miniature- 1).\C
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Figure 3.3: Typical fluorescence of ruby, showing Rl and R2 emission peaks.
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3.3 Photoluminescence Spectroscopy
As part of this work, a low t e m p e r a t u r e photoluminescence spectroscopy laboratory w^as designed and set up. T h e basic components necessary for measuring
photoluminescence are: excitation sources, optics (lenses and mirrors for light direction and collection), scanning spectrometer and detector(s). .All pressure studies
were performed at low t e m p e r a t u r e , so a dove-tail flow-through cryostat with optical access was used. T h e t e m p e r a t u r e uncertainty was negligible, since the sample
remain submerged in liquid nitrogen for all measurements. T h e collection of PL
d a t a was a u t o m a t e d , using a micro-computer and GBIP, RS232 and parallel port
instrumentation interfacing techniques. The scanning of the spectrometers was controlled via the parallel printer port interface, while d a t a collection was accomplished
using an analog-to-digital P C board or G P I B interface with the various components.

All optical components, including the cr\-ostat were bolted to an optical

table (Melles-Griot 4 x 6 feet). For all experiments, gas-tube lasers we-re employed
as the excitation sources. The 647.1-nm line of a Kr-ion (Coherent Inno\a f)0) laser
and the 488.1 and 514.5 nm lines of the .Ar-ion (Coherent Innova 306) laser were
used. Each of these sources had a power range up to > 1 W. .A small He-Xe laser
( < 3 mVV, 632.8 nm) was also employed for some spectra. A interference filte-r was
used in the laser p a t h to remove unwanted })lasma emissions. A schematic diagram
of the PL experimental sc-t-up is shown in r'"ig.3.4. The laser was focuse-d onto the
sample using two different schemers, shown in Fig.3.o(a) and l''ig.3.o(l)). 4 he- hiser

S3
spot size on the sample was estimated to be less than ?^80/i in diameter.

This

was estimated by comparing the size of the laser spot to the known size of the cell
opening and sample size under magnification. The power density and loss through
each optical element was determined using a Coherent power meter. To manipulate
the incident power density, calibrated neutral density filters were used to attenuate
the laser intensity. Using the estimation of spot size and intensity measurements.
the power density incident (in W/cm^) upon the sample was estimated.
The photoluminescence signal from the sample was dispersed using two difierent grating spectrometers and detected using two detection schemes. 4 he detector
choice depended on the wavelength range of the emission. For spectra in which the
o

emission was at wavelengths >8000 A (<1.5oeV), a liquid nitrogen cooled Ge detector (EG&G Judson-JD16 model) was used [118]. The spectral response of the Ge
detector is shown in Fig.3.6(a). For those spectra in the wavelength range of <8000
A (>1.55eV), a thermoelectrically-cooled Hamamatsu Multi.Alkalia photonudtiplie-r
tube (PMT) was used for detection of the i)hotoluminescence si)ectrum [119]. 4'he
photocathode material of the PMT is Xa-K-Sb-Cs in a fused silica enve4ope\ 44iespectral response of the PMT is shown in Fig.3.6(b).
As shown in Fig.3.4(a) and Fig.3.4(b). the- luminescence emitted from the sample
was collimated and focused onto the entrance^ slit of a grating spectronie-le-r. Se heme
(a) was used to maximize the intensity of the luminescence reaching the s|)e-ctromete-r and was used primarily whe-ne-ve-r the (le dete-ctor was in place. Scheme (b) was
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used with the P M T detector to minimize the scattered light and provide some spatial filtering of t h e light before entering the spectrometer. Because the sensitivity
of the P M T is high, the loss of intensity with the addition of a lens was irrelevant.
Several s p e c t r o m e t e r / g r a t i n g / d e t e c t o r combinations were used for the-sc- measurements to accommodate the wide range of emission wavelengths and emission
intensities from the ruby and samples when subjected to hydrostatic pressure. T h e
optical layout of one of spectrometers used, the S P E X 1680 Double spectrometer,
is shown in Fig.3.7. Both the ISA HR320 and the S P E X 1680 are Czerny-Turner
configuration monochromators which are ste])ped in wavelength. Scanning is accomplished via a parallel-port interface from the micro-computer to the stepper-motor
controller for both instruments. Both spectrometers are outfitted with variable entrance sHts. Typical sHt width ranged from 0.03(HR320) to 0.3 m m ( S P E X 1680).
T h e s p e c t r o m e t e r / g r a t i n g combinations used are listed in Table 3.2, along with the
typical spectral resolution for the pair. Each combination was used with both the
Ge detector and the P M T .
When the Ge detector was used, lock-in detection techniques were emplc)\'c-d
due to the relativeh' low sensitivity of the detector.

Lock-in amplifie-rs arc- used

whenever there exists a need to measure- a ver\- weak signal in the- j)re-s(-nce of
significant noise and background. All lock-in detection schemes require- a re-ferencefrequency. T h e lock-in amplifier then detects only signals wdiich occur with the s.une
frecjuency as the reference-.

.\ choj)ped continuous wa\-e lascM' beam was used tu
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create a square wave excitation incident on t he sample. A frequency of %200Hz was
used for the chopper speed. The frequency-dependent signal from the Ge detector
was sent through a pre-amplifier before reciching the lock-in amplifier. The typical
number of voltage readings per step was 1000. The PMT signal was processed using
standard photon-counting techniques. The output from the P M T was successixely
condition by a pre-amplifier, amplifier, single- channel analyzer and the coni[)uterinterfaced counter timer. Typical collection times were from 1 to 3 minutes per
step. The output from the counter-timer and the lock-in amplifier were sent to the
micro-computer via a GPIB board.

8()
Table 3.2: Spectrometer/Grating combinations used to measure photoluminc^scc-nce
spectra for this work.
Grating size
Typical Slit Typical resolution
Spectrometer
(mm)
Opening
(mm)
blaze wavelength/ruling
(mm)
50x50
SPEX 1680
2A at 1//^
1.05/z/600'^^"
0.2-0.3
mm.

' '

SPEX 1680

50x50
450-850nm/1200'^""
'

HR320

68x68
900nm/1200''""
'

0.2-0.3

0.5A at o4Gnm

0.03-0.1

0.2A at 546nm

mrh

m,m
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irror
Interference
Line Filter
Cryostat
Mirror
Lens A

Detector*

Spectrometer'*
See Optics Details (Fig. 3.5)

Signal
Processing Electronics*

f

• •

V

Figure 3.4: Diagram of Experimental Setup for low-temperature PL.
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ss
(a)

4-

LensB
sample

To lens A

(b)
Lens C

sample

To lens A

Figure 3.5: Details of optical components used in Se-t up (a) and (b).
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Figure 3.7: Schematic Diagram of SPEX 1680 Double Monochromator.
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3.4 Instrument Res])onse Correction
All spectra were corrected for the wavelength dependent response of the system.

This was crucial due to the necessity of using different detection schemes

within a single pressure study. A tungsten-filament calibration lamp (Dr. Shubhra
Gangopadhyay, Physics D e p a r t m e n t , Texas Tech University) was used to record a
s p e c t r u m for each experimental set-up, including all optics. Examples of these d a t a
are shown in Fig.3.8 and Fig.3.9 for the one of the Ge detector and the P.XFF setups, respectively. Each of the collected spectra were fitted using several Gaussians
in order to determine functional wavelength dependence, S(A). All spectra were
normalized with m a x i m u m intensity equal to unity.
T h e tungsten lamp has been previously calibrated for intensity when operated
under o p t i m u m conditions. T h e output is well characterized b\' a 5tli order polynomial
L(X) = Go + fliA -}- GsA^ -f ttsA^ + a4A'^ + a^X^
where
a, = 1.5989429
Gi = -0.00132363
0 2 = 3.59396( - 7
03 = -3.6()53e - II
e/, = 1.56775e — 15

(3.2)
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as = -2.332e - 20
and A is the wavelength in Angstroms. These coefficients were provided by the manufacturer [120]. This function was also normalized to unity. In order to determine
the wavelength dependent response of the system in the range of interest. IRF(A).
the wavelength dependence of the system was determined and divided b\- the lamp
wavelength dependence,
IRF(A) = ^

(3.3)

with all functions evaluated for each wavelength of a given data set. The intensity
of the spectrum at each wavelength was divided by the result.
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Figure 3.8: Instrument response curves: Ge detector with 6 0 0 - ^ gratings.
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IV

AMBIENT PRESSURE PHOTOLUMINESCENCE

4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the optical excitation intensity dependent photoluminescence
(PL) spectroscopy of samples at ambient pressure is discussed. T h e ambient pressure
studies are critical for two reasons.

First, the work is necessary to establish a

foundation for pressure studies, with both qualitative and quantitative- analxsis of
the PL spectra. W i t h o u t a basic understanding of the recombination processes at
ambient pressure, little can be gained from monitoring changes in band structure
under hydrostatic pressure. Second, an initial evaluation of the PL from all samples
is critical in order to determine the most suitable samples for pressure studies. T h e
choice must be based on the relative strength of the luminescence from the- samples
due to the physical constraints and difficulties in using the diamond anvil ee-11. .All
samples listed in Table 3.1 were measured at 77K. T h e spectra for each of the
samples is shown in Figs.4.1-4.6 for various ranges of excitation intensitie-s (lex,)-

4.2 Preliminary Analysis
As anticipated, the dependence of the PL spectra on Igxr was ve-rv difle-re-nt
for samples with different growth directions.

This is seen in examinatie)n of the

spe-ctra shown in f4gs.4.1-4.6. All spectra in lMgs.4.l-4.6 have been normalized to
the intensity of the Q W emission in orde-r to compare positions and lineshai)e-s. A

•) )
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s u m m a r y of peak position vs lexc d a t a are shown in Figs.4.7. 4.8 and 4.9. In this
summary, no error bars are shown because- the experimental uncertainty for both
the horizontal and vertical axes is on the order of the size of the symbols used to plot
the s u m m a r y d a t a . Spectra for the (lOO)-grown QWs show no significant energy
shift over the typical excitation range studied, as shown in Fig.4.1 and Fig.4.7 for
S a m p l e # 1 2 4 1 and also in Fig.4.3 and Fig.4.8 for S a m p l e # 1 2 4 5 . However, as shown
in Fig.4.2, Fig.4.4, Fig.4.5, and Fig.4.6, the effect of variations in lexc on samples
grown in the ( H i ) direction is very different.

These spectra clearly exhibit the

expected blue shift in the peak energy with increasing lexc- a signature of the intrinsic
strain-induced piezoelectric field. However, piezoelectric screening cannot be used
to explain t h e blue shift over the entire range of excitation intensities exi)lored. This
is shown specifically for S a m p l e # 1 2 4 5 and will be discussed in detail in Seetion 4.4.
T h e lowest lexc peak energies are compared with calculations in Table- l.l. 1 or
the [100] grown Q W , the Ben-Daniel-Duke envelope approximation method, discussed in C h a p t e r II, was used to compute confinement energies for the first confined
CB level and the first confined HH level in the VB. For the [111] grown QW s. thesemi-infinite triangular well a})proximation was used to estimate the confinement
energies. T h e values listed in Table 4.1 confirm that the use of the trianuular we-ll
approximation provides an adequate estimate- of confinement effects lor QWs <;rown
in the [111] direction. With the- exee-ption of S a m p l e # l 2 4 1 , the agreeme-nt he-twce-u
the ob.served lowest Igxc PL peak energy anel the value- predicted by calculation is
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acceptable. Some differences should be expected between the computed transition
energy and the measured value, as discusse-d in Chapter II. T h e discrepancy for
S a m p l e # 1 2 4 1 is likely a t t r i b u t e d to a the e-ffects of variations in well thickness for
the very thin (20A) Q W layer. Evidently, the Q W in S a m p l e # 1 2 4 1 is of poorer
quality, as is confirmed by the overall we-ak emission when compared with other
samples (see Figs.4.1 and 4.2). It is evident from Table 4.1 that the triangular well
approximation becomes less appropriate loi larger well widths and lower indium
concentrations (i.e., for lower strain-induced field values). This is expected, since
lower field values imply less 'tilting" of the potential across the well. In the low
field limit, the confinement energies appre)ach those predicted by the square well
approximation. For all calculations, no attc-mpt was m a d e to account for the exciton binding energy. T h e binding energ\- has not been precisely established for QWs
in either growth direction. T h e value has he-en estimated to be ^ 7-10 me-\' [51].
In comparing the measured peak energi(-s to the computed band-hand e-ne-ri^ie-s
(listed in Table 3.1), the large effect of confinement in the narrow ( < 50 A) QWs is
evident. T h e observed transition energ\' is large compared to the strained band-eelt^e
splitting (listed for each sample in 4able 3.1). The measured results are consistent
with the H H l confined le\'el residing approximately mid-well in the \-alenee' hand
and the E C l level positioned very near the top of the conduction band we41. In
all cases, the square we41 approximation eloe-s not indicate that a secontl confined
levt-1 is supported in eMtlu-r the CB or VU. However, the relatively sm<ille-r e-ne-ruy
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splittings predicted by the triangular well a|)i)roximation do support possible se-cond
levels for the [lll]-grow^n QWs. This fact he-comes important when examining the
effects of high incident power densities on ( l l l ) - g r o w n Q W PL.
Based on t h e initial d a t a collected for the six samples, S a m p l e # l 2 4 5 ([100]and [ l l l ] - g r o w n pair) were chosen for subsecjuent pressure studies. T h e choice was
based on the large range of optical excitation intensities at which spectra were
measurable, as depicted in Fig.4.8.

Alse). the PL emission from both the- [100]

and [ H I ] was stronger than that observe-d for the other samples.

This may in

part be due to the fact that this pair of samples has the thinnest cap layer (500
A) of t h e all t h e samples measured.

The- ( l l l ) A - g r o w n Sam{)le7^l2 15 ewhihits a

strong dependence on Igxc- While Sample#1312 and Sample:j/^1327 also exhibit the
characteristic blue shift associated with the- presence of a strain-induced e-le-etriefield, the corresponding [100]-grown wells we-re- not available for study. In addition,
the range over which the PL was observable for these two samples was smaller than
that for the two S a m p l e # 1 2 4 5 QWs. This can be seen in Fig.4.9 in the suinmar\' of
the peak energy under variations in lexc- In this figure, the peak energy change- with
excitation intensity increase appears to he- line-ar. This is a misleading a|)pe-aranee
stemming from the small range of excitation intensities accessible. Due te) the- we-ak
luminescence exhibited by the pair of S a m p l e # l 2 4 l Q W s . these samples were ruled
out for ensuing pressure studies. .Although the S a m p l e # 1 3 1 2 and S a m p l e # 1 3 2 7 do
exhibit the interesting non-linearitie-s asse)eiate-d with (111) Q W s . the ele-sire- for the-
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pressure study is to use simultaneously grown QWs of different growth directions,
so that the two may be directly compared under pressure. For this reason, the
remainder of the ambient pressure work and subsequent pressure work is focused
on quantitative analysis the simultaneously grown pair of Sample#1245 QWs.

00
Table 4.1: Low Excitation Intensity Peak energy: comparison of measured values
and calculated values.
Sample
Number

Growth
Direction

Measured
HHl Energy
(eV)

Calculated
HHl Energy
(eV)

QCB
(%)

Valence Band
offset'^
(eV)

1241
(100)
1.444
1.441
0.058
70
1241
1.438
1.353
0.082
65
{ni)A
1245
(100)
1.418
1.429
0.060'^
75
1245
(in>A
1.326
1.320
65
0.098
1312
(111>A
1.370
1.391
0.060
65
1327
(lll)A
1.391
1.410
0.050
65
le CB banc offset, QC 3, was varied u ritil the ratio of t h e C B and VB well der
(including strain) for the [111] QWs was approximately equivalent to the appropriate
ratio determined for the [100] QWs after subsequent pressure measurements of the
Sample#1245.
This offset is confirmed in subsequent pressure measurements.
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Figure 4.1: PL spectra: Sample#1241-(100) QW recorded with two different values
o f lexc-
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Figure 4.2: PL spectra: Sample#1241-(111)A QW recorded with two different
values of lexc-
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Figure 4.3: PL spectra: Sample#l245-(100) QW measured with three different
values of lexc-
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Figure 4.4: PL spectra: Sample#1245-(111)A QW measured with three different
values of 1exc-
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Figure 4.5: PL spectra of Sample#1312-(l 11)A QW measured with two difi"erent
v a l u e s of Igxc-
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Figure 4.6: PL spectra of Sample#1327-(111)A QW measured with two different
Value-S o f lexc-
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Figure 4.7: Summary of PL peak energies versus lexc: Sample#l241 illustrating the
difference in response for the (100)- and (lll)A-grown QW PL
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Figure 4.8: Summary of PL peak energies versus Uc. Sample#1245 illustrating the
difference in response between the (100)- and (lll)A-grown QW PL.
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Figure 4.9: Summary of PL peak energies versus Uc (Sample#l312 (111)A).
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4.3 Intensity of Sample-#I245 QW^ PL
T h e P L spectra for S a m p l e # 1 2 4 5 (both [001] and [111]) were dominated by
t h e Q W emission even for the highest Igxc- Emission from the GaAs is observed
for b o t h Q W s only for lexc > 5 0 0 W / c m ^

T h e GaAs PL was difficult to observe,

despite t h e fact t h a t most of the photogenerated carriers are created in the GaAs
and the well layer is very thin. Carrier injection from the GaAs barrier layers into
the well is the dominant process for producing free carriers in the well, particularly
for thin wells and when the energy of excitation exceeds the energy gap of the
barrier material [121]. Thus the dominance of the Q W PL is expected, since the
transfer r a t e between the zone center barrier states and the zone center QW states
is extremely fast [122].
T h e observation t h a t the QWs efficiently harvest carriers from the barriers is
particularly t r u e for the (111) system.

In this case, Q W PL persisted and was

measurable for excitation power densities as low as O.OlW/cm^.

This is in con-

trast to the (100)-grown well luminescence which was only observable for excitation
power densities several orders of magnitude higher. Under the same experimental
conditions, the integrated intensity of the (111) PL was greater by a factor of 2-3
t h a n t h a t seen for the (lOO)-grown sample. This is interesting, since the> pre-se-nceof t h e piezoelectric field within the well layer results in a reduced overlap integral
of the- eonfined envelope wave- functions. T h e enhanced intensity of the (11 l)-grown
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sample may be due to improved carrier capture, also a result of the presence of the
piezoelectric field within the well [17, 29].
Next, the dependence of the PL integrated intensity of the Sample#1245 as
a function of lexc is examined. Figure 4.10 shows a log-log plot of the integrated
intensity data, along with least squares hnear fits. The PL intensity should have a
power law dependence on incident excitation intensity: IPL a I^^^ [123]. Using this
to fit the data, values of 7100 = 1.03 ± 0.05 and 7111 = 0.98 ± 0.06 are found. Both
values are within experimental uncertainty of unity. This result is significant, since it
may be taken as evidence of good interface quality. One effect of interface roughness
is the creation of non-radiative recombination centers. These do not appear to play
a dominant role in the recombination proce-ss for either the (111)- or (lOO)-grown
sample. This result is remarkable for narrow wells, since interface roughness will
have a pronounced effect in comparison to wider wells in which monola\eir-scale
roughness will be averaged out.
The differences in the spectral lineshapes between the (100) PL and that of the
(111) are notable. At low excitation intensities, the lineshapes are very similar and
are consistent with band-band transitions between parabohc bands [70]. PL from
the (100) QW exhibits broadening toward higher energy as excitation intensity is
increased, but retains approximately the- same lineshape. This supports the' fact
that local heating is not a factor, since local heating generally causes a red shift or
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asymmetric broadening toward lower energy, which is not observed over this incident power range. In contrast, the (111) well acquires a more symmetric profile,
tendmg toward a Gaussian Hneshape as Uxc is initially increased. At high excitation intensities (lexc > 300 W/cm^), the lineshape appears inconsistent with a single
transition and indicates that higher lying states may be involved in the observed
PL emission. The CB well is expected to support only one confined electron level in
the square well approximation, relevant for the (lOO)-grown QW. However, because
confinement energies are evidently much smaller for the [111] QW, both the- CB and
VB may support a second confined level. This is corroborated by the good agreement with the semi-infinite triangular well approximation, discussed in Chapter II.
Both these levels are expected to be very near the GaAs-barrier continuum energy
levels. The large broadening seen under high pump intensities is attributed to the
participation of either the CB or VB quasi-confined levels in the radiative emission.
This is discussed in more detail in the following section. The participation of the
InGaAs LH level is ruled out since it should lie well below the top of the barrier VB
edge for this system [50].
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Figure 4.10: Sample#1245: Comparison of (100) and (111) PL intensity.
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4.4 Linewidth Analvsis
The (111) linewidth at low excitation intensity is %20meV. only slightly wider
than the (100) hnewidth of ?^14meV. The (100) PL linewidth is somewhat broader
than reports of linewidths from other systems [50]. This could be attributed to
the nature of the thin heterolayer of the Sample7^1245 QWs. In narrow quantum
wells, fluctuations which occur in layer thickness will have a more pronounced effect,
leading to larger linewidth values. This is countered, however, by the extremely
efficient radiative emission observed for both samples even under very low incident
excitation intensity which may be taken as an indication of good interface qualitw
The presence of the piezoelectric field in the (111) QW is expected to cause a slight
broadening of the linewidth when compared with a similar (lOO)-grown well. 1 his is
due to the piezoelectric field-induced spatial separation of the electronic and heavyhole wavefunction envelopes. The result is analogous to the effect of an external
electric field on PL emission [124].
The hnewidth broadening with increased lexc seen in the (100) PL is interpreted
as follows. The linewidth (F) data follow a power law dependence of the form

r = Fo + 31 J/'

(1.1)

where Fo represents the limit of F at low excitation intensities. This function, with
F = 1 0 ± 5 m e \ ' and 3 = (4 ± 2 ) x 10"' [125] as fit parameters, is shown with the
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(100) P L d a t a in Fig.4.11. T h e exponent is consistent with the 2 / 3 dependence of
t h e position of t h e quasi-Fermi level on carrier density.

ep' = ((37r2)2/V/2m*))n2/^

(4.2)

where n is t h e photogenerated electron-hole pair concentration. This change in the
position of t h e quasi-Fermi level assumes parabolic bands [126]. T h e number of
photogenerated carriers can be approximated [54]:

n ^

where a = 5.8 x 10 cm~

(or/Eexcjlexc

(4.3)

is the absorption coefficient [48] in the well and barrier

materials and 1/r is the recombination rate with r ^ Ins [28]. Using the reduced
mass, and substituting Eq. 4.2 and Eq. 4.3 into Eq. 4.1, reasonable agreement with
the coefficient [3 is obtained.
Conceptually, Igxc is responsible for increasing n, filling the energy bands near
the CB and V B edges. Increasing excitation intensity and the natural bottleneck
caused by t h e limited rate at which the QW can radiate, raise the quasi-Fernn
level.

T h u s , t h e change in PL linewidth for the (100) Q W is well describe^d by

carrier concentration dependent band filling effects. This may be thought of as a
dynamic

Burstein-Moss effect.

T h e above linewidth analysis was subsequently applied to the (111) linewidth.
fixing Fo = 20 eV. T h e agreeme-nt is poor, as is evident from the dashed line on
the ( H I ) linewidth d a t a in Fig.4.11. This implie-s that the change in linewielth for
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t h e (111) system cannot be explained solely in terms of band filling. Band filling
effects cannot account for the very slight d(crease which is observed in linewidth in
the 0.01 to l O W / c m ^ excitation intensity range. ITie diminishing linewidth in this
low excitation intensity range is associated with screening of the piezoelectric field.
Since a blue shift due only to piezoelectric field screening is accompanied by a
corresponding decrease in linewidth [28]. d a t a can be used to estimate the value
of lexc ^t which the screening becomes complete and band filling begins to dominate. This value is lexc ~ 1 5 W / c m ^ .

Examination of Fig.4.8 with particular at-

tention to t h e 0.01 to 15 W / c m ^ excitation intensity range yields that the peak
energy blueshifts by ^ O.OlOeV as photogenerated carrier screening occurs in the
well.

If it is assumed t h a t the strain-induced electric field is uniform over the

width of t h e thin Q W , the magnitude of the field can be roughly approximated as
Fpz = A E / L ^ 6 9 k V / c m , where L is taken as the nominal well width. This is in
excellent agreement with the value predicted by the calculation given in Chapter
II for this well, for which Fp^ ^ 7 2 k V / c m . It is worthwhile to point out that, in
systems which exhibit a piezoelectric field, determination of the PL peak position
and linewidth must be done with great care-. Exee^ssive excitation intensity can shift
the line position and even diminish the linewidth.
W h e n the n u m b e r of photogenerated carriers exceeds that required lor complete
field se le-eMiing (flat band condition), other me(4ianisms for the blue shift in e-nergy

wi

th incre-asing optical excitation intensity elominate recombination proce-sse-s. 14ie
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ability to reach the flat band condition is consistent with the identification of the
system as mechanically clamped [21, 127. 128]. T h a t is, the strain is confined within
the InGaAs layer. Because the photogenerated carriers cannot drive the bands beyond the flat band condition (i.e., cause a reversal in the net field direction), further
increase in carrier densities results in the onset of bleaching, band filling effects and
possibly the participation of higher lying transitions [21, 127, 128]. This is confirmed
by using t h e (100) analysis for the (111) linewidth in the range lexc > 12VV/cm2.
This result is shown as the sohd fine on the (111) hnewidth d a t a in Fig.4.11. T h e
agreement is good for mid-range lexc- The })oor agreement at high lexc is most likely
due to the onset of participation in the emission by higher lying transitions, suggested by the spectral lineshape. The emission appears to be composed of se-\e-ral
bands in the high excitation intensity range-. This result calls attention tcj the verv
different behavior of the ( H I ) PL under variatie)ns in lexc when comparcel to the
(100) PL.

4.5 Sum mar V
After initial examination of the PL emissions of the samples listed in Table- 3.1.
the most suitable candidates for pressure measurements were chosen. Due- to the
strong PL emission of the simultaneously-giown pair of Sample7^1215 Q W s . these
samples were selected for subsequent pre-ssure- measurements. By using e-xe-it ation
depende-nt photolumine-scenee- spe-ctroscopy tej e-xamine differences in the- PL spect r u m of the pair of Saniple#1215 Q W s . the- PL be-havior of the p<iir al ambient
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pressure is estabhshed. Striking differences in the power density dependence of the
peak energy, Hneshapes and of the PL spectra between the (100)- and the (1 I n grown Q W were observed. In contrast, both the (100)- and the ( l l l ) - g r o w n Q W s
exhibit a linear dependence on incident power density for the PL integrated intensity. T h e h n e w i d t h of the (100) PL is accurately modeled by band-filling effects
as lexc is increased. By careful analysis of the excitation intensity dependence of
the (111) linewidth the point at which the flat band condition (complete scrc-ening
of the Q W internal held) is determined. This allows for an experimental e-stimate
the strain induced piezoelectric field of 69 k V / c m which is in excellent agrenmient
with what was expected by using the theoretical t r e a t m e n t s described in Chapter
II. For lexc in excess of t h e full-screening value, band filling dominates the evolution
of t h e P L shape. T h e (111) (#1245) PL system was observable for extremely low
incident power densities, approximately 3 orders of magnitude lower than the point
at which the PL from the (100) system became unobservable. This demonsl lates
t h a t optoelectronic devices based on (111) QWs may have significant advantages
over the (100) counterparts.
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Figure 4.11: Sample#1245: Comparison of (100) and (111) PL linewidths.

CHAPTER V
(100) QUANTUM WELL #1215: THE EFFECTS OF
PRESSURE

5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the results of a hydrostatic pressure studies of the Sample#1245
strained (lOO)-grown InGaAs/GaAs single quantum well are discussed. This pressure study follows the investigation of excitation intensity dependence of photoluminescence for both samples at ambient pressure (Chapter IV). Examination of the PL
from the (100)-grown QW under pressure is important because it allow^s for study
of the QW system with no piezoelectric effect. This (100) work provides a basis
for comparison with the other published pre;ssure work, which has dealt priniaril\'
with [100]-grown QWs and MQWs. For the (lOO)-grown QW we see a standard
two slope (below and above crossover) pressure dependence, with a F-X (intra-well)
crossover pressure of ~43kbar. This crossover pressure is slightly higher than that
of the GaAs barrier and substrate (Pc,GaAs ~40kbar). Below crossover the peak energy increases with increasing pressure. Above crossover the peak energ\' decreases
as pressure rises. This is consistent with F-F direct and X-F indirect transitions for
III-V semiconductors below and above P^. [107].
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5.2 Pressure Dependence of Linewidth and Peak Energy
In Fig.5.1, we show representative PL spectra at various pressures both below
and above t h e F-X crossover. T h e low Igxc spectrum has a linewidth of ^ 14me\'.
This h n e w i d t h increases shghtly over the below crossover pressure range. 4 he direct
emission at 33kbar has a linewidth of ?^20me-\', as illustrated in Fig.5.2. In Fig.5.2.
t h e direct emission hnewidths are shown as filled boxes, the type-I indirect emission
linewidths are shown as open boxes, and the type-II indirect linewidths are shown
as filled hexagons.

T h e experimental uncertainty in these d a t a points is on the

order of t h e size of the symbols used for plotting. T h e indirect (above crossover)
emissions have approximately equal linewidths of ?^24meV over the pressure range
studied.

Excitation intensity studies performed at ambient pressure showed that

photoluminescence from the (lOO)-grown QW exhibits a slight linewidth broaele-ning
( < 6 m e V ) as excitation intensity is increased. This linewidth dependence- on L-x. i*^
consistent with band filling effects as more i)hotogenerated carrie-rs are crc-ated with
higher Igxc- T h e peak energy remains approximately constant as Igxc is incrc-ase-d
from 5 to 5 0 0 W / c m ^ . This dependence of the optical response of the (100) Q W
does not change significantly over the pressure range studied ( P = 0 to OOkbar).
T h e pressure-induced shift of the PL peak energy is shown in the d a t a in Fig.5.3.
along with results from least squares analysis. Fit parameters are summari/e-d in
Table 5.1. T h e peak energy positions we-ie- determined by fitting the- data with
Gaussian lineshapes. An e-xaniple- of the be-low e rosso\'e-r analysis is shown in Lii;.5. 1
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for t h e P = 0 s p e c t r u m .

All below-crossover spectra were similarly fitted with a

single Gaussian hneshape. T h e deconvolution of the spectra with fitting techniques
was especially i m p o r t a n t for the above crossover pressure range, since the spectra
consisted of three emissions: the direct gap well emission ( H H l ) . the type-I indirect
well emission (Xj), and the type-II indirect emission (Xn).

An example of the

deconvolution of t h e above crossover spectra is shown in Fig.5.5 for the P = 5 5 k b a r
d a t a , illustrating the good agreement between the d a t a and the sum of the three
Gaussian lineshapes.

T h e peak energy position and linewidths were determined

from these fits.
T h e below-crossover transition is identified as the first CB confined le\e-l to the^
first heavy-hole (HH) confined level in the VB. This transition is denoted as H H l .
Above Pc, two additional emissions which down shift in energy with increasing pressure are observed. These downshifting emissions are denoted as Xn and Xj. The
H H l emission exhibits a pressure dependence of d E / d P = 10.3 ± O.lme-X'/kbar. For
transitions Xj and Xn we find d E / d P = - 1 . 5 ± 0 . 3 m e \ 7 k b a r and

1.4± 0. Ime-N'/kbai-.

respectively. T h e pressure trends agree with published results of Li. r/ al. for a
M Q W system of similar material composition [13]. In their report, absorption oscillator strengths were used to identify similar re-clshifting emissions as a tvpe--l indirect
(intra-well) emission

(XXY.W

to HH,,.) and a second band as type-II indirect e-mission

(Xb to HLU-)- Based on the analysis done in ReL [13]. the Xi transition is identificHl
as type-1 indire-ct and the Xn is attribute-ei to the- type--II indire-ct transition.
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5.3 Determination of X'alence Band Offset
Because the type-II indirect emission in the (lOO)-grown Q W PL was observed,
t h e valence band offset for this Q W can be precisely determined. T h e Xu best fit lineis e x t r a p o l a t e d to P = 0 to reveal a type-II indirect energy splitting of l.9l±0.02e-\ .
T h e GaAs X level to V B transition energy is known: 1.971eV [107]. Using this, a
difference in energy of 6 0 ± 2 0 m e V is found as the discontinuity in energy of the first
confined HH level from the VB m a x i m u m of the GaAs barrier. This is illustrated in
t h e schematic diagram of Fig.5.6. In Fig.5.6, the observed transitions. H H l . Xj and
Xn are denoted by solid lines, while the known GaAs X-level transition is shown as a
dotted fine. T h e valence band discontinuity is shown as A V B . This experimentallv
determined discontinuity in the energy is not the true band offset. Be^cause the wells
are thin, the confinement energy must be accounted for.
As discussed in Chapter II, the band offset for a q u a n t u m well system is gene-rally described in terms of a fraction of the difference between the alloyed bandgap
of t h e bulk (unstrained) well alloy and the bandgap barrier material before confinement

energies are considered [48]. As discussed in Chapter IV. we find agree-

ment between the calculated transition e-nergy (1.423eV) and the observed P = 0
emission energy when an unstrained band offset of AEc : AE,, = 0.75 : 0.25 is used.
This unstrained band offset value results in a strained (^B well depth of U.139(-\'
and a strained VB well depth of 0.1i8e\'. Envelope function approximation le^sults
in a confinement energy of 0.124e\- for the- first electronic level in the CB and
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0.048eV for t h e first HH level in the VB. T h e expected energy discontinuity under these approximation is then 0.070eV. This is in good agreement with the value
of OOmeVdetermined above and confirms the unstrained band offset for the (100)grown Ino.23Gao.77As/GaAs single Q W heterostructure. Li et al. found a valence
band discontinuity of 80meV for a similar multiple q u a n t u m well heterostructure.
which corresponds to an unstrained band offset of AEc : AEv = 0.70 : 0.30 for the
indium concentration (x=0.20) of the strained layers used in their study [43].

5.4 Summary
T h e pressure study of the (100) Sample#1245 Q W proved to be successful in
establishing t h e integrity of the Q W system. T h e PL emission was measurable to
60kbar, which allowed for observation of the type-II indirect transition. The- above
crossover intra-well transition was observed simultaneously.

These results are in

excellent agreement with other published pressure studies on similar (100)-grown
I n G a A s / G a A s heterostructures. T h e pressure study resulted in the e-stablishment
of t h e valence band discontinuity for the system which is in good agreement wit h the
discontinuity predicted by calculation of the transition energy with an unstrained
band offset ratio of AEc : AEv = 0.75 : 0.25. These results will be compared with
the subsequent pressure measurement of the simultaneously grown (11 l).'\-oriented
QVV ( C h a p t e r VI).
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Table 5.1: Least squares fits of the pressure dependence of the PL peak
energy (Sample#1245(100)) obtained for a quadratic equation of the form
E ( P ) - E o + aiP + a2P2.
transition
ai
Eo
a2
(eV)
(meV/kbar) (meV/kbar^)
(lOO)-grown QW. 22A. 18%In
ECl-HHl
1.420±0.009 10.3±0.1
- 4 . 8 ± 2 . 0 - 10-2
Xb-HHl
1.91±0.02
-1.5 ±0.4
XxY,w-HHl 1.86±0.04
- 1 . 1 ±0.07
Li, et a/.*,(100)-grown MQW. 80A, 20%In
ECl-HHl
- 2 . 1 • 10-2
1.372(2)
10.4
Xb-HHl
-1.5
1.891
XxY,w-HHl 1.860
-1.5
GaAs-5-10-2
F
10.5
1.508
-1.1
1.971
X
Ref. [43]
• Ref. [107]
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Figure 5.1: PL spectra for Sample#1245 (100) QW at several pressure^
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Figure 5.2: PL linewidth for the Sample#1245 (100) QW versus pressure.
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CHAPTER VI
(111) QUANTUM WELL #1245: THE EFFECTS OF
PRESSl^RE

6.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the results of a hydrostatic pressure studies of the Sanii)le#1245
strained (lll)-grown InGaAs/GaAs single quantum well are discussed. 4 his pressure study follows the investigation of excitation intensity dependence of photoluminescence for both the (100) and ( H I ) samples at ambient pressure.(Chapter IV)
The pressure study of the PL for the (lll)-grown system is more complicated by
the spectral position and lineshape dependence upon lexc, as discussed in (Jhapter
II [14, 37, 50, 129]. In order to explore this unique feature of the (lll)-gro\vn QW.
excitation intensity dependence studies were performed at each pressure.

I1O\V(>V(M.

because of the strong dependence of the peak position on Igxc- only spect i a for which
lexc ^ 3 W/cm^ were considered in analysis of the pressure coefficient for PL from
the (lll)-grown QW. This choice assures that the effects of photogeneratcnl carrier
screening are neghgible and only the lowest energy transition is included in the
analysis according to the results of the ambient pressure study (Chapter I\').
Surprisingly, the pressure dependence of the PL from the (lll)-grown QW diHers
significantly from that of the (100) QW. Both the peak energy and the optical response (i.e., the peak energy and linewidth (l(>pendenc(- on lexc) of the (111) (^W PL

13:
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clearly indicate three pressure regimes, rather than the standard two-slope pressure
behavior observed for the (100) Q W PL.
Representative spectra of the PL emission at various pressures are shown in
Figs.6.1-6.3, corresponding to the three pressure regimes identified below. At each
pressure, two normalized d a t a sets recorded using incident power densities of lexc = 5
and 500 W / c m ^ are shown. T h e above crossover emission for the (100) PL consisted
of a convolution of the direct emission, the indirect type-I emission and the indirect
type-II emission. In contrast, a single PL emission is present in the (111) QW PL
spectra over t h e entire pressure range studied. A summary of the low excitation
intensity peak energy pressure dependence is shown in Fig.6.4, where the three
pressure regions are noted: Region A (0 to ?5i40kbar), Region B (?^40 to 55kbar).
Region C ( ~ 5 5 to 80kbar). T h e peak energy dependence on lexc is shown in Fig.6.5
for typical d a t a in Regions A, B, and C. T h e pressure dependence of tlu^ low h.x<
linewidth is summarized in Fig.6.6. These figures will be discussed for ea(4i of the
three pressure regions.
T h e pressure dependence of the blue shift in the peak encngy is summarized
in Fig.6.7. In this figure, the quantity SE is plotted versus pressure, wlieix^ dE is
defined by
SE = E(Iexc,lugh) -

w

E(Iexc,low)

(6.1

here lexch.gh = 5 0 0 \ \ 7 c m 2 and l,.„,iow < 3 W / c m 2 . ^j^g discussion of the i)ivssur(>

dependence will be broken into three scnnjons. with each section devotcnl to ouv of
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the pressure regions identified. Within each section, the pressure dependence oi the
low lexc peak energy and optical response in that pressure range will be disc ussed.
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Figure 6.1:

Representative data from Region A at three different pressures

(Sample#1245(lU)).
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Figure 6.2: Representative data from Region B at two different pressures
(Sample#1245 ( H I ) ) illustrating high and low excitation intensity effects on spectral position and lineshape under hydrostatic pressure.
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Figure 6 3- Representative data from Region C (Sample#1245 (111)) illustrating
the shift toward higher energy of the spectral position of the PL emission tor high
excitation intensity conditions.
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Figure 6.7: Summary of the change in peak (^nergy from low ^xc to high h-xr und(>r
pressureillustrating the reversal of the blue shift in Region B (Sample# r215( 1 1 1) A).
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6.2 Region A
In region A ( P = 0 to ?^40kbar), shown in Fig.6.1, we observe a single PL emission which increases in energy with increasing hydrostatic pressure. In Fig.6.1. the
narrower line width spectra at each pressure (?^0.025eV) correspond to the lower
incident power density. We identify this emission as the first confined CB level to
first HH level direct transition, denoted as HHl. This is in analogy to th(^ result
from the (100) QW. For lexc < 3 W/cm^, spectra in pressure Region A are fitted with
a single Gaussian lineshape, as were the direct emission PL emissions of the (100)
QW. Like the linewidth of the (100) QW direct emission, the low lexc linewidth of
?^23meV remains approximately constant throughout pressure Region A. as shown
in Fig.6.6.
The pressure dependence of the (111) PL peak energy below 40kbar is nearly
linear. The least squares hnear fit is shown in the data summary of Fig.G. 1. .\s a
general rule, a quadratic fit is appropriate only when above-crossover, direct transitions are included (i.e., the fit is extended to higher pressure). Because we did
not observe the direct radiative transition beyond 40kbar, the linear fit is appropriate. The direct emission shifts at a rate of dEui/d?

= 10.1 ± 0.3me\7kbar. In

contrast, a quadratic fit was applied to the data from the (100) sample, for which
the above-crossover direct emission was obserxed.
The broadening and blue shifting of the (111) QW PL with increasing U^, is
more dramatic than that observed lor ihe (100) QW at ambient i)iTssur<v

As
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discussed in C h a p t e r IV, this is most likely due to the participation of higl ler lying
transitions in t h e (111) Q W . As pressure is increased in Region A. a decix^ase in
t h e m a g n i t u d e of b o t h the blue shift and the linewidth broadening due to increased
lexc is observed over t h e same range of incident power densities used throughout
this work. At ambient pressure, for U c ranging from 3 to 500W/cm2, the linewidth
of t h e emission changes from ?^23meV to as much as 70meV. This lexc- dependent
broadening gradually diminishes with increasing pressure. At a pressure of 38kbar,
an increase of only 35meV is observed over the same range of lexc- T h e decrease in
the m a g n i t u d e of the peak energy blue shift as pressure is increased is illust rated by
Fig.6.7. T h e peak energy blue shifted with increasing lexc by as much as 5 0 m e \ ' at
ambient pressure. T h e m a g n i t u d e of this blue shift gradually decreases as pr(>ssure
is increased in Region A. At P = 3 8 k b a r , the peak energy does not shift, within
experimental uncertainty, over the same range of incident power densities.
T h e pressure dependence of the optical response is a t t r i b u t e d to the changes
in carrier transfer mechanisms which are brought on by changing the conduction
band s t r u c t u r e as pressure is applied.

The magnitude of the observed blue shift

in the (111) Q W depends on both the efficienc\- of the transfer of carriers from
the GaAs barrier material and the effectiveness of the confinement provid(>d b\- the
q u a n t u m well once the carriers are there.

The quenching of the blue shift mav

be due primarily to the diminished transfer of electrons from the barri(M- material
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mto the QW, combined with the diminished effect of confinement as the well depth
decreases and the CB levels of the system shift toward

crossover.

6.3 Region C
The emission in Region C, P>54kbar, shown in Fig.6.3. is now discussed. In
Fig.6.3, the lower energy spectra exhibiting the slightly narrower linewidth. ^ 5 5 60meV correspond to the lower incident power density. The peak energy of the
emission exhibits a pressure dependence similar to that of the above crosso\'er emissions in the (100) QW. As shown by the representative data in Fig.6.3. a single
emission which shifts to lower energy with increasing pressure is observed.

This

emission shifts at a rate of -0.7±0.2meV/kbar. To best knowledge of this author.
there is currently no published report of the observation of above crossover indirect
emission from a single InGaAs QW grown along the (111) direction.

Ihe line-

shape of the emission is typical of X-related above-crossover emissions in direct gap
semiconductors. The low Igxc linewidth remains constant as pressure is increased
throughout Region C.
The pressure shift and lineshape lead to the identification of the PL peak observed in pressure Region C as stemming from the

XXY,W

- HIIl (type-l indirect)

intra-layer transition. This identification is supported by the depend(Mice of the
emission on lexc over the pressure range of Region C. and agix^es with the rc^sults
from the study of the (100) QW. I'lilike the report of Sly et al. of exti(>nu4v weak
intensities above crossover. PL emission in Region C is relatiwly strong. 1 or \\\e
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(100) system, two indirect emissions above P^ are seen in the PL spectra: both
mter-layer (indirect) and intra-well (direct and indirect) transitions are observed simultaneously. Since the QW characteristics are expected to be very similar except
for growth direction, it is likely that the unusual pressure dependence observed in
the ( H I ) system hinges primarily on either the large anisotropy in the HH effective
mass for the ( H I ) system and/or the presence of the strain induced piezoelectric
field.

Both the type-I and type-II indirect emissions in the (100) PL were com-

paratively weaker in intensity and we were unable to measure the signal beyond
60kbar. For the (111) grown well, the signal in Region C was strong and readil\'
measured over the range examined. This is consistent with the interpretation that
the emission in Region C was spatially direct (type-I, k-space indirect), as opposed
to spatially indirect. The strong luminescence observed for the indirect emission
is consistent with early work which concluded that [111] grown QW sysicuns had
on the average one order of magnitude greater PL efficiency than identical [100]
counterparts [37]. In Ref. [37], only direct emissions were considered, lleve we see
that the PL efficiency of the (111) QW exceeds that of the (100) well even for the
indirect emission. Further, the peak energy blue shifts with increasing I^xr throughout Region C, as illustrated by the data shown in Fig.6.3. Over the same range of
lexc. the hnewidth of the emission increases minimally (<10meV) at all pressures
measured in Region C. In contrast to the optical response observed in H(\iiion A.
the optical response in Region C shows no dependence^ on pressure.
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T h e r e a p p e a r a n c e of the blue shift in Region C is consistent with our assignment
of this emission as being type-I (intra-well) T h e blue shift in energy with nearly constant linewidth is t h e signature of photogenerated carrier screening of tlu^ intrinsic
piezoelectric field. Over the full range of incident power densities, the peak energy
blue shift is %15meV. At ambient pressure, the peak energy blue shifts by as much
as 50meV over t h e same range of lexc- However, it was determined that the well
b e c a m e fully screened (i.e., the linewidth began increasing)

for power densities in

excess of l O W / c m ^ for the direct transition. Over the screening range of lexc = 0
to 10 W / c m ^ , t h e peak energy of the emission blue shifts by ?^16me\'. For power
densities > 1 0 W/cm'^, the linewidth of the emission was obser\ed to broaden dramatically, as shown in the ambient pressure d a t a of Fig.6.1. In Chapter 1\'. this
was discussed and a t t r i b u t e d to the participation of higher lying quasi-bound energy
levels in t h e radiative recombination. Evidently, for the indirect well configuration,
this is not t h e case. T h e same change in peak energy is observed for a much larger
incident power density range.
T h e apparent change in the screening process in Region C may be attributed
to several factors. In Region C. the transfer from the barrier material to the well
material involves X states only. T h e confinement for carriers in the CB is dillerent
when t h e X-level well is formed in comparison with the well formed at lower i)ressures
F states (Region A). T h e (100) results indicate a splitting between the Xxv.w and
Xbenergy levels of ?^50meV. T h e splitting between t liesc^ levels for the (11 l)-oriented
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Q W is expected to be greater due to the effect of the intrinsic piezoelectric field
and heavier effective masses which both reduce the confinement energy. Even with
this consideration, t h e d e p t h of the well formed by the X-levels of the system is
approximately half t h a t of the depths assumed for the direct configuration.

This

shallow well configuration m a y allow for the escape of carriers from the Q W . rather
t h a n t h e bottleneck observed for the direct transition at low pre-ssure.

6.4 Region B
In t h e pressure range of P?^40-54kbar, denoted as Region B, the observed PL
peak energy is discontinuous with the trend established by d a t a in Region A, as
illustrated by t h e peak energy s u m m a r y of Fig.6.4. Although the overall trend of the
d a t a appears to be downward with increasing pressure, the implied slope also does
not agree with t h e clear trend established by the d a t a in Region C. FurthcMmore.
the d a t a in Region B do not clearly establish a single dependence on pressure. 4^o
u n d e r s t a n d t h e origin of the emission observed in Region B, the possible radiative
transitions within the Q W system are considered. T h e intra-well transitions

XXY,W

or Xz,w to HHlw are ruled out on the basis of the dependence of the emission
on lexc, discussed below. Another possibihty is that the emission stems onlv from
states within the barrier material. This is ruled out. since the energies and pre-ssure
dependences of GaAs levels are well known and do not coincide with our data [107].
From this examination of other possibilities, it is inferred t h a t the emission in Hc^gion
B stems from different radiative- transitions than those responsihle for the- (Minssion
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observed in either Region A or Region C. T h e efi"ect of pressure on VB slate-s is much
more subtle t h a n t h e d r a m a t i c restructuring of the CB levels. T h e large effective
mass of t h e holes will keep t h e m much more localized t h a n the electrons[l30]. From
this, it can be deduced t h a t the endpoint of the transitions for all regions is most
likely t h e first HH level in t h e well layer.
T h e discontinuity in pressure dependence of the peak energy has been observed
in wider I n G a A s / G a A s M Q W s and in I n A s / G a A s q u a n t u m dots over a much narrower pressure range. This discontinuity has been described as an "intermediate
pressure regime"

[71, 108, 131], and explained by F-X mixing as these levels ap-

proach crossover. Mixing effects are important when the levels are close in energy.
Surprisingly, t h e d a t a of the current work indicate that these intermediate transitions lie higher in energy t h a n the lowest lying transition, which is believed to be
t h e type-I indirect (intra-well) transition observed in Region C. This fact, along
with t h e large pressure range over which the discontinuous dependence is observed
imply t h a t simple s t a t e mixing is likely not adequate to explain the behavior of the
PL in Region B.
As is evident by t h e d a t a shown in Fig.6.2 and Fig.6.5, the optical rc;s])onse of
the P L in Region B is significantly different than that observc;d in either Region
A or C. As lexc is increased, the peak energy exhibits a shift and the lineshape
asymmetrically broadens toward lower energy. When this unusual prc\ssure dependence of both the optical response and the peak energy was initially obscMvcHl. the
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validity of t h e d a t a was questioned. However, the unusual behavior was repeat able.
Most convincing was t h e rehable observation of the red shift of the emission with
mcreasmg lexc- Local heating is ruled out as the cause of this down shift and broadenmg, since t h e same range of lexc was used throughout the pressure- study.

The

unusual optical response observed argues against intra-well mixing effects. This is
because transitions only involving energy levels within the QV\' should be- subject
to t h e effects of photogenerated carrier screening observed in Regions A and C. T h e
reversal of t h e blue shift observed in Regions A and C may be a t t r i b u t e d to several
factors which influence the confinement of the carriers. In the near crossover pressure range of Region B, multiple crossings of CB levels are occurring, l^he closely
spaced levels in t h e CB imply small potential discontinuities and thus poore-r confinement

of electrons. T h e appearance of the discontinuity in l-4g.6.4 at == lOkbar

leads to t h e suggestion t h a t the GaAs (barrier) F-X crossover plays an important
role in t h e observed optical transitions, albeit a slightly unexpe-cted role. Because
carrier injection from the barrier is the primary means by which electron-hole pairs
are introduced into the q u a n t u m well, changes in the transfer dynamics from the
barrier states into the well will have a significant impact on the observe-d c-inission.
T h e electron mobility in the X well is generall}' poorer than that of cle-ctions in
F states.

F u r t h e r m o r e , the carrier lifetime increase-s for indire-ct transitions (i.e..

above Pc), decreasing the overall efficiency of radiative recombination within the
Q W . T h u s above the barrier F-X crossover, radiative transitions from the harrie-r
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X level to first confined HH level in the VB of the QW (type-ll indirect) may occur. These spatially indirect transitions would not be subject to the effects of the
screening of the piezoelectric field within the quantum well layer, as are the transitions observed in Region A and Region C. As lexc is increased, sufl^icient carriers
populate the barrier states and diffuse into the QW layer, that transitions my also
originate in the well X level. This accounts for the broadening toward loader energy
with increasing lexc observed in Region B. As pressure in increased from Region
B into Region C, the F states no longer play a role in the transition, making the
carrier transfer from X barrier to X well levels, allowing for the more efficient QW
X-level (type-I) transition to dominate (Region C). This change in carrie-r transfer
dynamics as pressure is increased toward Pc is consistent with the decreasing blue
shift and broadening of the emission with increased Igxc as pressure is incic-ased in
Region A.
To examine the plausibility that the data in Region B may be associate-d with
the barrier X level, a hue with slope 5Ex,b/<9P = —1.4me\7kbar (Cia.As X-level
pressure derivative) was compared with PL data and extrapolated to P=0. Due to
the scatter observed for the data in Region B, a range of ambiemt pre-ssure- values
corresponding to an Xxv.wXb splitting ranging from 40 to 70meV was used. 1 his is
reasonable since the experimentally determined (100) X-level splitting is %50me\'.
as discussed above. The slope of the- top and bottom lines of the shaded ic-gion in
the figure corresponds adequately with the data in Ke-gion B. as shown in f^ig.G.S
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The slope of the fines which bound the shaded region in Fig.6.8 is de-terminc^d by
the pressure dependence of the GaAs X level(Table 6.1). This interpretation imphes
a VB discontinuity ranging from 100-130meV. This valence band discontinuity is
comparable with the calculations of transition energy discussed above, wdiich indicates that the first confined HH in the VB well lies near the top (within 23meV)
of the ^120meV depth, resulting in a discontinuity of !^97meV. This discontinuity correspond to an unstrained band offset of AEc : AEv =0.65:0.35. This large
valence band discontinuity must be primarily attributed to the combination of the
large HH mass and the presence of the strain-induced electric field which causes
the confinement energies in both the CB and VB to decrease dramatic ally from theexpected square-well confinement energies. The data support the possibilit\' that
the data in Region B may stem from a type-II indirect transition, allowing for a
reasonable range of valence band discontinuities to be established.
6.5 Discussion and Summar\High pressure PL studies of narrow (100) and ( H I ) oriented liiGaAs/Ga.As
result in very different dependences. In contrast to the results of the (100) QW PL
pressure study, the (111) oriented QW weh exhibits three pressure- regime-s (1-ig.6.1).
These are revealed by both the pressure dependence of the PL peak energy and the
optical response induced by variations in incident excitation intensity.

4'he low

lexc PL in Pressure regime A (0-40kbar) is typical of direct transitions, as in the
(100) oriented well. Additionally, the- PL in Region A blue shifts and broadens with
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mcreasing lexc (Fig.6.1). In Region C ( P > 5 5 k b a r ) . the emission is indirect intra-well
based on t h e pressure coefficient of the peak energy and the blue shift of the- emission
upon increased lexc (Fig.6.3). An intermediate pressure range (%40 to 51 kbar) is
not consistent with t h e pressure dependences for either Region A or Region C. T h e
P L emission in this intermediate range red shifts with increasing I,.,^,.

A simple

state-mixing analysis fails to describe the observed results. Most surprising is the
a p p e a r a n c e t h a t in Region B , the lowest energy transition is not dominant for low
incident power densities. We suggest that PL in this pressure range stems from a
type-II indirect transition.

T h e results indicate a VB discontinuity of ^lOOmeV

for the first confined HH level. However, the presence of the piezoelc-ctric held in
t h e (111) Q W sufficiently complicates the interpretation of our data, preventing a
fully descriptive model. T h e unusual pressure dependence of the- PL from the- (111)
Q W is plausibly a t t r i b u t e d to the changes in carrier transfer ])rocesses which are
brought on by the shifts in conduction band energy levels as pressure- is applied.
It is i m p o r t a n t to point out that optical excitation studies revealed the unusual
pressure dependence of the (111)- grown Q W . Only the low Igxc measurements permit the observation of the three distinct pressure regimes shown in Fig.().4.

To

illustrate this point, the peak energy of the PL emission obsc-rved under high Uxr
is shown in Fig.6.9. Using only the high lexc data, the slope of the dire-ct transition
under pressure is reduced to ? ^ 9 m e \ 7 k b a r (illustrate-d by the solid line- in lMg.().9).
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and the three distinct pressure regions are no longer obvious. Under only high excitation intensity conditions, the observed three-slope pressure dependence is elusive.
since examination of only the high excitation intensity spectra results in a standard
two-slope pressure dependence. A summary of the proposed origins oi the observed
transitions is shown in Fig.6.10. In this figure, the type-II spatially indirect transition is shown as a dashed line. The valence band discontinuity is denoted as AVB.
The barrier (GaAs) indirect transition is noted. This value is found in lable 6.1.
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Table 6.1: Coefficients describing the pressure dependence of the- observed PL peak
energy (Sample#1245 ( l l l ) A ) obtained from least squares fitting of a quadratic
equation of the form E(P) = Eo -f ajP + a2P2.
transition
ai
Eo
a2
(eV)
(meV/kbar) (meX'/kbar^)
(lll)-grown QW
ECl-HHl
(linear fit)
1.334±0.007 10.1±0.3
XxY,w-HHl 1.80±0.01
-0.7 ±0.2
GaAs"
- 5 10-2
F
1.508
10.5
-1.4
X
1.971
'These values are listed for comparison, from Ref. [107]
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AVB

Figure 6.10: Schematic diagram illustrating observed transitions (solid line-s) and
the implied band configuration for the (111) QW.

CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE
RESEARCH

7.1 Summary
The work presented here has added to the growing understanding of novelly
grown strained semiconductor heterostructures. The work demonstrates that the
experimental technique of photoluminescence can be used alone to ascertain meaningful information about band structure and recombination processes in complex
quantum well structures. By probing the dependence of the PL on variations in the
intensity of the incident excitation, differences between the (100) and (111) QW
were revealed. Striking differences in the power density dependence of the peak energy, hneshapes and of the PL spectra between the (100)- and the (111) QW were
observed. The (111) QW PL was observable for extremely low incident power densities, approximately 3 orders of magnitude lower than the point at which tlie PL from
the (100) system became unobservable. This underscores the importance of these
structures in device applications geared toward the optoelectronics industry in the
form of light emitters and detectors, specifically aimed at the telecommunications
field.
The research for this dissertation began with a survey of the existing body
of work pertaining to the InGaAs/Ga.^s strained laye-r system and the growth of
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strained IH-V crystals along non-[001] growth axes. The relevant theoretical background material was discussed in Chapter II, where the manifestation of the strain
induced electric field was discusses via the role of the piezoelectric effect in III-\'
crystal structures. The basics of photoluminescence spectroscopy was reviewed and
the detads of the important experimental technique, hydrostatic pressure, were introduced. In Chapter III, the details of the experimental techniques used for this
work was presented. The difficulties of obtaining photoluminescence spectra under
pressure at low temperatures were related.
In Chapter IV, the critical work done in preparation for the pressure study was
discussed. The presence of the piezoelectric field in the samples grown along the
(111) direction was confirmed with excitation intensity dependence studies. The
strength of the PL emissions of the samples listed in Table 3.1 was done in order
that the most suitable candidate(s) for pressure measurements could be chosen,
based on the robustness of the PL emission. A simultaneously-grown pair of QWs
(Sample^l245) was chosen for subsequent pressure measurements.

Ihe PL from

this pair of simultaneously grown quantum wells was investigated under li\-dre)static
pressure. The initial ambient pressure work was successful not only in confirming
the presence of the strain-induced piezoelectric field, but also in establishing the
magnitude of the field in the Ino.23Cao.77As/GaAs ( l l l ) A single QW (24A). This
was accomphshed by careful linewidth analysis of the PL emission undc-r variations
in lexc in comparison with what was observed for the identical (100) QW. The
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hnewidth of the (100) PL was accurately modeled by band-filhng effects as
IS mcreased.

W

By applying the same model to the (111) linewidth. the point at

which the QW became completely screened was determined for the (111) QW. This
allowed for an experimental estimate of the strain induced piezoelectric field of 69
kV/cm. This value compares well with the 72 kV/cm value predicted by first order
elastic theory.
The pressure study was initiated with the (100) QW, discussed in Chapter V.
This study was critical in order to verify that the Sample#1245 would exhibit
sufficient photoluminescence signal under pressure. The (100) work served as a basis
for comparison with the published results of pressure studies of similar Q W systems.
The PL emission was measurable to OOkbar. The study resulted in the ohseixation
and identification of direct, indirect type-I, and indirect type-II PL emissions. 44ie
valence band discontinuity was experimentally determined to be 60±20me\'. From
this, the corresponding unstrained band gap offset of AEc '• AEv = 0.75 : 0.25 was
established.

The calculation of the expected transition energy using this offset

provides results which are in good agreement with the observed transition of 1.420eV
and the position of the first confined HH level in the VB well. The results of the
pressure study of the (100) QW were in good agreement with those of Li. d ai.
In Chapter V, the results of the pressure study of the (111) QW PL were
addressed. The pressure study of the (111) QW proved to be significantly more
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compHcated than that of the (100) due to the presence of the strain-induced piezoelectric field. The emission energy and hnewidth of the (111) QW PL was found
to be extremely sensitive to variations in the intensity of the excitation due to the
effects of photogenerated carrier screening on the positions of confined energv levels
within the QW for the entire pressure range examined. In contrast lo the results
of the (100) QW PL pressure study, the ( H I ) oriented QW well exhibited three
pressure regimes (Fig.6.4). These are revealed by both the pressure dependence of
the PL peak energy and the optical response induced by variations in incident excitation intensity. Examination of the peak energy dependence for low Igxc revealed
a discontinuity at a pressure of ~40kbar. Over the low pressure region of P = 0 to
40kbar, the PL blue shift and broadening with increasing Igxc exhibited a dependence on pressure. This optical response diminishes as pressure- is incre-ased through
this pressure region. A type-I indirect emission was identified for P > 55kbar. This
emission also exhibited the blue shift associated with the effects of intra-we-ll photogenerated carrier screening. The appearance of an intermediate pressure range- (%40
to 54kbar) was not consistent with the pressure dependences found for either the
direct transition ( P = 0 - 40kbar) or the type-I indirect transition (P>55kbar). The
PL emission in this intermediate range red shifted with increasing lexc- A simple
state-mixing analysis fails to describe the observed results. It was found for this
intermediate pressure region that the lowest energy transition is not dominant for
low incident power densities. It was suggested that PL in this pressure- range- was
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t h e result of radiative recombination from a type-II indirect transition, originating
in t h e barrier X s t a t e and t e r m i n a t i n g in the first confined HH level. I'nde-r this
a s s u m p t i o n , a range was established for the VB discontinuity. Comparison with the
expected transition energy and position of the first confined HH level in the Q W \ ' B
lead to t h e estimation of t h e discontinuity of ?^100meV. However, the presence of the
piezoelectric field in t h e (111) Q W sufficiently complicates the interpretation of the
(111) d a t a , preventing a fully descriptive model. T h e unusual pressure dependence
of t h e P L from t h e (111) Q W is plausibly a t t r i b u t e d to the changes in carrie-i transfer processes which are brought on by the shifts in conduction band energy levels as
pressure is a p p h e d . These carrier transfer dynamics are evidently seve-re-ly affected
by t h e presence of t h e charge density at the interfaces of the strained eiuantum well
layer. T h e optical excitation studies performed under pressure were essential in revealing t h e unusual pressure dependence of the (111)- grown Q W . Only the low Igxc
m e a s u r e m e n t s p e r m i t t e d the observation of the three distinct pressure regimes. In
the absence of t h e variation in optical excitation intensity, the obser\'e-d three-slope
pressure dependence becomes elusive since examination of only the high exe itation
intensity spectra results in a standard two-slope pressure dependence-.

7.2 Suggestions for Future Research
T h e pressure study of t h e pair of QWs was successful in establishing the band
alignment for the (lOO)-grown Q W and revealing limits on the baiiel alignment
for t h e ( l l l ) - g r o w n Q W . There- are-, however, a number of additional expeiiments
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a p p r o p r i a t e to build on t h e results of this work. Foremost is the undertaking of
r e p e a t i n g similar pressure studies on other simultaneously grown pairs of q u a n t u m
wells which have different indium concentrations and well widths T h e validity of the
models proposed in this work should be investigated for other Q W s.\-stems. Based
on t h e work presented here, focus could be placed on only the range- of excitation
intensities which affect t h e screening mechanisms within the piezoelectrically active
Q W . Particularly i m p o r t a n t is a concentration on the near crossover pressure region.
from F^

40 to 55kbar. It is proposed in this work that the reduction in the strain

and hence in t h e electric field as pressure is increase is minimal, an indication that
carriers participating in the indirect intra-well transitions are under the infiuence ol
approximately t h e same m a g n i t u d e of piezoelectric field as are- the carrie-is involved
in t h e lower pressure direct transitions.

One obstacle to such an undertaking is

t h e availability of suitable samples. 44ie pair of QWs used for this work e-xhibited
extremely strong luminescence, a key to success of the study of photoluminescence
under pressure. T h e relative strength of the PL from this pair in comparison to
t h e other samples discussed in Chapter IV is likely due to the thin cap layer on
the strained well layer. Due to the difficulties in performing high-pre-ssure studies
at low t e m p e r a t u r e , the repeat of these measurements would re-quire- a substantial
time commitment.
In order to more precisely establish the origin of the- emission obse-rve-d in He-uion
B for t h e (111) Q W PL, photoluminescence excitation (PLK) e-xpemnents would
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be well suited. This was a t t e m p t e d in the current work, with limited sueee-ss. To
do t h e experiment accurately, a range of incident excitation energies of sufficient
power is required. Further, the P L E experiment has the potential of revealing even
more details regarding near crossover emissions by varying the excitation intensity
of each incident energy. By choosing a wavelength which is above the direct gap
of t h e well material and below the direct gap of the GaAs barrier the origin of the
near crossover emissions could be more precisely revealed. As with any expe-riment
involving non-[001]-grown strained layer materials, this experiment is filled with logistic difficulties, including the selection of an appropriate excitation source. One
possibility is a dye-laser with dyes having emission wavelengths in the 6300 to 5500 A
range. One additional experiment has the potential to add valuable understanding
as to t h e origins of the near crossover transitions. T h e measurement of recombination lifetimes could establish whether the emission observed in Re-gion B of the(111) pressure study stemmed from X or F CB levels. However, the dependence of
t h e P L emission in t h e (111) Q W system on the intensity of the inciele-nt e-xcitation
would m a k e t h e d a t a obtained with such a measurement difficult tej interpre-t due
to t h e necessity of a pulsed excitation source which has a variation in intensity over
the time-width of t h e pulse. Additionally, in order to observe-d the de-sire-d region,
the time-resolved measurements would have to be done under the constraints of the
d i a m o n d anvil cell, i.e., the pulsed laser beam would pass through the diamond and
thus temporally spread. This implie-s that the short life-time- re-e ombiiiat ions would
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likely not be accessible. However, the longer lifetime indirect transitie)ns should be
measurable.
T h e original intent of this research was to study the InxGai_.,,.\s / G a A s mate-rial
system. Additional experiments to study the InxGai_xAs / I n P system were also
proposed. Using t h e results of this work, pressure studies of this system could lead to
the u n d e r s t a n d i n g of the near crossover behavior. This is because the F X crossover
in I n P is J^lOOkbar, well above the crossover pressure range of the InGaAs Q W .
Observation of t h e InGaAs PL behavior through the crossover range of pressure in
this case would help in understanding the importance of the barrier e-nergy level
configuration in t h e radiative recombination processes of the Q W . Further. InGa.Xs
can be grown b o t h with both tensile and compressive strain on In P. .\ceordiiig
to M u r n a g h a n ' s law, the application of hydrostatic pressure on a e ompressively
strained I n G a A s / I n P Q W could lead to the reduction and subsequent re-versal of
t h e strain (i.e., to biaxial tensile strain) at ?^45kbar as the system passe-s through a
lattice-matched point due to differences in the bulk moduli of the InGa.Xs and InP.
This possiblity makes this system extremely interesting, particularly if grown along
a [111] direction.
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